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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Background 
Consider the point estimation of the p-variate normal mean. The 
usual (maximum likelihood, minimum variance unbiased or best invariant) 
estimate is the sample mean. Whereas for p = 1 and 2, this estimate is 
admissible for a fairly general kind of losses, this is not so for p ^  3. 
The above surprising fact was first discovered by Stein (1955) for the 
sum of squared error losses of the form L(9, 6) = 11 § ~ ^  jp where ||«|( 
denotes the usual Euclidean norm and for such a situation, James and 
Stein (1961) showed that if X - N (0, I ), then the estimator 0 given 
— p -» —p 
by 
-0 P 
(1.1.1) 8 = (1 - ^ ^^ )X , where S = Z X? 
S - i=i 1 
uniformly improves on the usual estimator X of 0. 
An interesting way of understanding the James-Stein estimator is to 
look at it from an empirical Bayes point of view. If X - N (0, I ) and 
~ P ~ ~P 
0 had the prior distribution 6 - N^ (0, AI^ ), where A(>0) is a positive 
constant, then the Bayes estimator of 0 under the sum of squared error 
losses is 
(1.1.2) 0 = E[0|X] = (1 - 3^ )X . 
If A is unknown it can be estimated from the marginal distribution of X. 
The marginal distribution of X under the above prior is given by 
X ~ N (0, (1+A)I ) . 
2 
Thus II X IpCl+A) has a chi-square distribution with p degrees of freedom. 
n-2 1 
and hence for p >_ 3, E( ) = • 
II % II : 
Using the estimator —2—?— for 
II X H: 
in (1.1.2) one gets the James-Stein estimator. 
Later Brown (1966) showed that the inadmissibility of the usual es­
timator for estimating the mean holds for a wider class of loss functions 
and also for a general location family of distributions under certain 
regularity assumptions. 
Since the appearance of the James-Stein paper there has been growing 
interest in exhibiting a class of admissible minimax estimator dominating 
the sample mean in the multinomial mean case. In view of a result of 
Stein (1955) attention in this case could be restricted only to "spheri­
cally symmetric" estimators, that is, estimators of the form h(jj X ||^ )X. 
One such minimax class was produced by Baranchik (1970), and later was 
slightly extended by Strawderman (1971) and Alam (1973). Efron and Morris 
(1976) characterized the class of minimax estimators in the above situa­
tion. Also, Strawderman (1971) obtained a subclass of this estimator 
which was proper Bayes and admissible for p ^  5, while for p = 3 and p = 4, 
he (1972) proved the non-existence of spherically symmetric proper Bayes 
estimators. The Strawderman class of priors has recently been slightly 
broadened by Faith (1978). 
Although the multinormal case has received considerable attention over the 
past two decades, only very recently interest has been focused on other mem­
bers of the exponential family of distribution in the multiparameter situa­
tion. Stein (1973) obtained a simple identity in the multinormal case which 
3 
permitted an easy evaluation of the risk of the James-Stein type esti­
mator. The Stein identity is essentially based on an integration by 
parts technique. This approach led to considerable simplification over 
the original James-Stein inadmissibility proof of the sample mean. More 
important, this led to an unbiased estimator of the improvement over the 
risk of the usual estimator by the James-Stein estimator (see also Efron 
and Morris (1976) for a generalization of this with unknown variance-
covariance matrix). 
The Stein identity was extended to the general exponential family of 
distributions by Hudson (1974, 1978) separately for the "discrete" and 
"the absolutely continuous (a.c.) with respect to the Lebesque measure" 
cases. In both these cases he used the identity in deriving explicitly 
a James-Stein type estimator dominating the usual minimum variance un­
biased estimator of the natural parameter vector under the sum of squared 
error losses in three or higher dimensions. Also using such an identity, 
he obtained a James-Stein type estimator dominating the min-iimnn variance 
unbiased estimator of the mean vector in a subclass of the general expo­
nential family a.c. with respect to Lebesque. 
To be more specific, let X^ ,...,Xp be p(^  3) independent random 
variables with having p.d.f. 
(1.1.3) f. (x) = C(0.)p(x)eyp(0.x) , -oo < x < ® , i = l,...,p , 
Gi X 1 
where C(6.) = [/~ p(x)exp(8.-x)dx] i = l,...,p . The minimum variance 
#'(X,)  
unbiased estimator of 6^  is given by t(X^ ) = -  ^ , i = l,...,p. 
4 
Then under the sum of squared error losses t(X) = (t(X^ ), t(X^ ))' 
is dominated by t (X) with the i^  ^component given by t(X.) - X, . 
The proof of this result hinges on the following crucial identity which 
is established through integration by parts. 
Lemma 1.1.1 (Stein-Hudson identity). Let X^ ,..., X^  be independent, X^  
having p.d.f. fg (%_) in (1.1.3) where p(x^ ) has real line as the support 
and is differentiable. Then for functions g_,...,g : >R with 
3g (X)  ^ p 8g (X) 
partial derivatives —^  existing and satisfying E|———| < « , 
i i 
i =  l , . . .,p, the following identity holds 
ag.Cx) 
(1.1.4) Eg{[t(x^ ) - e^ ]g^ (x)} = Eq{ — } ,  i  =  1 ,...,P, 
i 
where 
g 
t(x) = - log P(x) . 
Proof: See Hudson (1974). 
Hudson (1978) also considers the following subclass of the general expo­
nential family a.c. with respect to Lebesque. Let X^ ,...,X^  (p ^  3) be 
independent, X_'s having the following p.d.f.'s 
(1.1.5) fg (x^ ) = exp[y(0^ )b(x^ ) - f(9j^ )]^ (^  ) exp[-J^ ^^  ^dx.] , 
where u(9.) = E (X.) and b'(x.) = -4—^  . Then under the sum of squared 
X i  ^
error losses X is dominated by (X, - b(X_), —, X - b(X )), 1  b  ±  p o p  
P 
where this time S = Z b^ (X.) . 
i=l  ^
For proving the main result the basic identity used by Hudson 
5 
(similar to (1.1.4)) is as follows. If the partial derivatives 
38(X) . 38(X) , 
(Ij^ i £ p) exists with E|a(X^ ) —1< ® , 1 < i < p, then 
(1.1.6) E [(X. - v(e.))8(X)] = E [a(X,) g(X)] . 
D 1 1 0 1 OA. 1 
Proof; See Hudson (1978). 
It should be noted, however, that in the non-normal situation atten­
tion should not necessarily be confined only to the minimum variance 
unbiased estimators of the natural parameter vector or the mean even in 
the one-dimensional case. For example, in the one-dimensional gamma case 
with unknown scale but known location and shape parameters, the best 
invariant estimator of the scale parameter or its reciprocal is not the 
minimum variance unbiased estimator, but some shrinker of such an estima­
tor. Berger (1978) has shown that in a multiparameter gamma case, either 
for estimating the natural parameter or the mean, the best shrinkage 
estimator can be improved typically in dimensions of order greater than or 
equal to two. 
Berger (1978) provided Stein type improvement on the estimation of 
P 
equal to 2 under various weighted squared error losses. Also, he consid-
§ = (8^  , ..., 6 )' typically in dimensions of order greater than or 
ered the estimation of 6 = (6,, ..., 9 )* under the sum of squared error 
1 P 
losses. One interesting feature in Berger's results is that the critical 
dimension for inadmissibility is typically two rather than tfhree. This 
fact was later elaborated more with the aid of examples by Brown (1978). 
In deriving the improved estimators. Berger (1978) used a Stein 
type identity in setting up a differential inequality. Following a very 
6 
powerful idea of Brown (1979) his next step was to find a solution to a 
simpler differential inequality retaining only the "first order terms". 
Finally, Berger showed that the solution obtained for the simpler in­
equality worked also for the more general differential inequality. 
In Berger's (1978) examples, in all the cases the simpler differ­
ential inequality reduces to the following form 
(1.1.7) A(x) = Y(x) E V.(x.) 4.\^ /(x) + Z W.(x) *%(%) , 
- i=l 1 1 1 - i=l 1 1 -
where (j)^ ^^ (^x) = (j)^ (x). The functions 4", V^ , and W_. can be quite 
arbitrary except that usually W^ (x) ^  0 and T(x) ^  0 for almost all x. 
To find solutions (j> to the inequality A(x) < 0 (A(x) as in (1.1.7)), 
let g^ (x^ ) = y  ^and find b ^ "0, d^  > 0 and 6^  such that 
W (x)g (x ) 
£ k < ® , i = 1,—,p . 
P 8^  
y (s)[b + z  d |g (x )| 3] 
j=l J J J 
p - inax{g.} 
Theorem 1.1.1 (Berger): If p > max{B^ } and 0 < c < ——— , 
then 
-eg (x) 
(1.1.8) <î)^ (x) = ^^  , i = l,...,p , 
b + Z d Is. (x ) j j 
j=l J J 3 
is a solution to A(x) < 0 . 
Proof: See Berger (1978). 
Next consider the multiparameter Poisson situation. When X^ ,...,Xp 
are independent and have Poisson distributions with means 6^,...,6p, 
Clevenson and Zidek (1975) obtained a class of estimators improving uni-
7 
formly on the estimates of 6^ ,...,0p under the loss 
p , 
(1.1.9) L (6, ê) = Z 0~ (8. - 8 )2 
i=l 
for p > 2 by shrinking the usual estimator towards the origin, an esti­
mator which is an empirical Bayes estimator. In one of the key theorems 
of their paper (see Theorem 2.5, p. 700) these authors suggested a simple 
estimate which is minimax, admissible in a certain subclass of estimates 
and a subclass of such estimates is proper Bayes and admissible in the 
class of all estimates. 
The loss function of Clevenson and Zidek was generalized by Tsui 
and Press (1978) who also obtained a more general class of minimax es­
timates than Clevenson and Zidek dominating the usual estimate. In an­
other paper (see Tsui and Press (1977)) these authors considered simul­
taneous Bayesian estimation of the parameters of independent Poisson 
variables, but there was no attempt to obtain proper Bayes minimax es­
timates dominating the usual one in the spirit cf Strawderman (1971) or 
Faith (1978). 
The case of the sum of squared error losses was considered by Peng 
(1975), Hudson (1978) and Tsui and Press (1978). 
Coming back to the normal case, for p = 1, Blyth (1951) showed that 
the usual estimator was admissible under symmetric bowl shaped loss, 
i.e., the losses of the form L(0, 6) = W(|| 8 - 6 ||), where j] • 1| denotes 
the usual Euclidean norm, W is nonnegative real-valued function satis­
fying W(|| u II) = W(-|| u 1|) for all u, and W(|| u||) is nondecreasing in 
each Uj (j = l,...,p), which includes the squared error loss as a special 
8 
case. For two independent normal variables with unit variances, the ad­
missibility of the usual estimator was proved by Stein (1955) under the 
sum of squared error losses. These results were later considerably 
strengthened by Stein (1959a, 1959b), Brown (1966) and Brown and Fox 
(1974). 
As mentioned earlier, one common feature of the above estimates domi­
nating the sample mean is that they are all spherically symmetric shrink­
ing the usual estimate towards some particular point. In an article, 
Lindley and Smith (1972) (see also Lindley (1971, 1972)) suggested a 
class of the biased linear estimates of the multinormal mean motivated 
from a Bayesian view point. In the simplest situation of p-independent 
normal variables with unit variances, the Lindley-Smith approach can be 
described as follows. 
Let X^ ,...,Xp be independent, ~ N(e^ ,l), i = l, . . . , p .  It is 
assumed that conditional on some unknown parameter y, G^ s^ are indepen­
dent i.i.d. N(y,l), while marginally ji has an improper distribution 
uniform over the entire real line. Then the improper prior distribution 
of 8= (0^ ,...,e^ )' is given by 
P _ , _ 1 P 
(1.1.10) Tr(0) = exp[-% Z (9. - 8)%] , 6 = ^ 1 9. 
i=l  ^ i=l  ^
= exp[-% 8'(ip - j ipr)e] , 
where 1^  is the identity matrix of order p, and 1^  is a p-component column 
vector with the elements equal to 1. Then the posterior distribution of 
9 given X. = x. (1 < i < p) is N (D x, D), where 
~  1  X  —  —  p ~ ~  ~  
9 
Cl.l.ll) D = (2Ip - i + f VP 
The identity used in deriving (1.1.11) (and will be used repeatedly 
later) is given by (see Rao, 1973, p. 33) 
-1 .1 (1.1.12) (A + UV') = A ^  23 , 
1 + V'A " U 
where A is pxp invertible matrix and U and V are two p-component 
column vectors. Thus the generalized Bayes estimate of 0 under squared 
error loss is 
(1.1.13) D X = ^ (x + X 1 ) , where x = — Z x. . 
-P P 1 
In the terminology of Lindley and Smith (1972), the estimate (1.1.13) 
is a three stage Bayes estimate. The estimate can also be given by an 
interesting empirical Bayes interpretation. If, for example y were 
known, and the prior distribution of 6 is * îp^ ' the Bayes estimate 
of 0 under squared error loss is 
(1.1.14) ê(u) = îs(x + pi ) . 
~ ~ —p 
If, however, y is an unknown parameter, it can be estimated from the 
marginal distribution of X = (X^ ,...,X^ )' which in this case is 
N (ul , 21 ). Thus,# is estimated by y = x , and the empirical Bayes 
P 
estimate of 6 is 
(1.1.15) 8(y) = h(x + xl ) , 
- — -p 
which is the same as (1.1.13). The estimate 6(û) is an example of a 
class of general empirical Bayes estimates proposed in Efron and Morris 
(1973). 
10 
The following is the key lemma in the article of Lindley and Smith 
(1972). 
Leimna 1.1.2 (Lindley and Smith): Suppose that, given 6^ , 
Y - N(^ 0^ , Ç^ ) , 
given §2 » 
01 - N(A282, Cg) . 
Then (a) the marginal distribution of Y is 
^^ 1^^ 2®2' -1 ~1~2-P ' 
and (b) the distribution of 0^ , given Y, is N(Db, D) with 
-1 . -1 -1 D -^  = A' C/ A. + C.-" 
and 
b . A- c-^  Ï + s;" 82 . 
Proof: see Lindley and Smith (1972). 
1.2. Outline 
This thesis is concerned with point estimation, in three main areas: 
- The exponential family of distributions for the "absolutely con­
tinuous with respect to Lebesque measure", 
- The Poisson distribution , 
- The Normal distribution . 
In section 2.1, we generalize and extend some of the results of 
Hudson (1974, 1978) and Berger (1978) in the spirit of the work of 
11 
Baranchik (1970), Strawdeman (1971), Alam (1973), and Efron and Morris 
(1976). For estimating the natural parameter in a general exponential 
family, under squared error loss, a general class of estimators is pro­
duced which dominates the usual minimum variance unbiased estimator of 
the natural parameter. If the usual estimator is minimax, which is for 
example true under the normalized squared error loss, class of estina-
tors produced by us is also minimax. Also, Berger's (1978) result of 
improving on any estimate of the general parameter in a general multi­
dimensional exponential family has been strengthened. Further, in the 
Hudson (1978) subfamily of the exponential family, a class of estimators 
dominating the usual minimum variance unbiased estimator is provided. 
We have also obtained another class of estimator dominating the usual 
estimator of the natural parameter or the mean, compared these with the 
generalized version of the Hudson or Berger type estimators. One of the 
crucial features in our developments is that we have obtained a more 
general solution on differential inequality (1.1.7) than Berger. 
In section 2.2, we have extended Berger's result in the gamma cases 
and have obtained somewhat broader class of estimators dominating the 
mean or the natural parameter. 
Finally, in section 2.3, we have mentioned generalization of our 
result to certain types of weighted losses. The method was originally 
developed by Bhattacharrya (1966), and later was more fully exploited 
by Berger (1977). 
In Chapter 3, we have obtained a class of generalized Bayes estimates 
of the Poisson parameters in p(>^  3) case using the idea of a two stage 
12 
prior as first introduced by Strawdennan (1971) and then followed by 
Faith (1978). A proper Bayes minimax subclass for the p ^  3 case is also 
provided. 
In section 4.1, we derive the estimate (1.1.13) or (1.1.15) for 6 
from a three stage Bayes (or an empirical Bayes) point of view for sym­
metric bowl shaped loss. Next, we prove admissibility of these estimators 
under this general loss. In the special case of the sum of squared 
error losses, the admissibility of the Lindley-Smith estimator follows 
from a more general result of Cohen (1966). 
In section 4.2, we obtained a three stage Bayes (or linear empirical 
Bayes) estimate of 0, when the X^ 's have a common unknown variance. The 
admissibility of this estimator is proved by using an approach similar 
to that used in section 4.1, when the variance-covariance matrix is 
known. This type of estimates differs considerably from the Lindley-
Smith estimates who use a model approximation approach. 
Finally, in section 4.3, we consider the general regression model. 
We obtain improper Bayes estimates where the impropriety is of one di­
mension of generalizing the argument of section 4.1, so that our method 
of admissibility proof works. For the sake of simplicity, only the sum 
of squared error losses is considered in this section. 
13 
2. ADMISSIBLE AND MINIMAX MULTIPARAMETER 
ESTIMATION IN EXPONENTIAL FAMILIES 
2.1. Improvement on the Usual Estimators of the Natural 
Parameter and the Mean in Exponential Families 
In chapter 1, Berger's (1978) solution to (1.1.7) was mentioned. In 
this section our first task is to obtain two slightly different general 
solutions to the differential inequality (1.1.7). 
It is assumed that 
(2.1.1) V^ (^x^ ) is integrable with respect to x^ , and let 
g^ (x^ ) = vT^ (Xj^ ) . 
Define 
(2.1.2) S = Z |g. (x ) 1^  , 6 > 0, and <j) (x) = - g (x.) , 
j=l ] J  ^ a X 1 
X JLy ... GP * 
Theorem 2.1.1. Suppose (2.1.1) holds and in (2.1.2) T(S) is absolutely 
continuous with respect to Lebesque with derivative T'(S). Then suffi­
cient conditions for the existence of a solution $(x) = (<j)^ (x), ..., 
4>p(x))* of the form (2.1.2) to the differential inequality (1.1.7) are; 
(2.1.3) 0 < T(S) < 2(p - g) , p > 0 ; 
P 
(2.1.4) Z W (x)g?(x.)/¥(x) _< %S ; 
i=l 
(2.1.5) U(S) = T(S) S^^  ^ ^^ /^[2(p-B) - T(S)] is strictly increasing 
in S. 
Proof: From (2.1.2) 
14 
1(1), , (2.1.6) (j). (x) = i - 9x. 
- - 2[Sgng^ (x^ )] 
gî(x^)1(x^)1(x^) 
= - 4^  1^ ; (x^ ) 
S2 
Substituting (2.1.1), (2.1.2) and (2.1.6) in (1.1.7), and using (2.1.4), 
(2.1.7) A(x) = W(x){- - gT'(S) + + Z Ï7.(x)g?(x,)^ ^^  ^
" û . . 1 ^  1 i i=l " " " S 
= y(x){[-p ^ -^6t'(S) + 3^ ]^ 
+ 2 W. (x)g?(x.)/l'(x)} 
S2 i=i 1 ~ 1 1 -
< -% W(x){2BT'(S) +^ [^2(p-3) - t(S)]} . 
Note that 
(2.1.8) U'(S) = 2^  g(P-B)/B{2gT,(s) + ^ [^2(P-3)-T(S)3}/[2(P-3)-T(S)]2. 
So that from (2.7), 
(2.1.9) A(x) = -Y W(x)[2(p-3) - T(S)]2 ^  G-(P-6)/6p,(G) < Q ^ 
using (2.1.5). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1.1. Berger (1978) had a solution to (1.1.7) of the type 
-cg^ (x^ ) 
— under some conditions of type (2.1.4). We shall 
h + I dJg (x )| ^  
j=l J J J 
15 
find it convenient to work with the d. = ... =d , 3 = ... = 3 , and 
1 pi p 
this special case of Berger (1978) is included in our general class of 
solutions. 
It should be noted that (2.1.2) is not the only type of solution to 
(1.1.7). In the following, we have a slightly different type of solution 
to (1.1.7). 
P T (C\ 
Let S = Z g. (x.) and $.(x) = —— , i = l,...,p. 
i=l X - & 
Suppose, once again (2.1.1) holds and T(S) is absolutely continuous with 
respect to Lebesque with derivative T'(S). Then we have the following 
theorem: 
Theorem 2.1.2 The sufficient conditions for a solution of the form 
$(x) = ((j)^ (x), ..., (()p(x))' to the differential inequality (1.1.7) are: 
(2.1.10) 0 < T(S) < 2d ; 
(2.1.11) Z W.(x)/Y(x) < pd"^  ; 
i=l  ^~ 
(2.1.12) U(S) = T(S)/S[2 - d \(S)] is strictly decreasing in S. 
T ^ S ^ Proof : For ip. (x) = —r— , we have i - b 
(2.1.13) (x) = g' (% ) , i = l, . . . , p .  
1 ~ b gZ 11 
Substituting (2.1.13) in A(x), and using (2.1.11), 
(2.1.14) A(x) = p¥(x)[^ ^^ ^^  - Z W.(x) 
~  ^ S2 S2 i=l  ^-
= pY(x) Z W (x)/Y(x)} 
 ^ S2 pS2 i=l i ~ 
16 
< pnx){2 - T(s)[2-d-iT(s)] _ 
 ^ S2 
Again, on differentiation, 
(2.1.15) U'(S) = {2 _ T(S)[2-d T(S)]}/[2-d"lT(S)]2 . 
 ^ S2 
Hence, from (2.1.14) and (2.1.15), 
(2.1.16) A(x) £ % p1'(x)[2-d"\(S)]2u'(S) < 0 , 
using (2.1.12). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1.2. The type of estimates suggested by Theorem-2.1.2 shrinks 
the usual estimates uniformly towards zero or infinity. As will be 
evidenced later in some of the applications, this type of estimates some­
times improves more on the usual Stein type estimates. 
Our first application of the two theorem lies in the estimation of 
the natural parameter in multiparameter exponential families. Consider 
p independent r.v.'s X^ ,...,Xp where has p.d.f. 
(2.1.17) f (x ) = 3(e.)p.(x )exp[ -e.r.(x.)] , i = l, . . . , p  
Then, for any estimator ô(x) = (ô^ (x), ..., Sp(x))' of 0 = (0^ , ..., 0^ )', 
consider the estimator 6*(x) with 
(2.1.18) 6*(x) = 6.(x) - q.(x) $.(x) , 
1 ~ 1 ~ 1*^ 
where q^ (x) = r^ (x^ )exp[g^ (x)]/p^ (x_), Ux) = —3^ = 5^ (x)r|(x^ ) , 
1 i ^  p. The appropriate derivatives and integrals are assumed to 
exist. 
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Then, one can write 
P 
(2.1.19) A(0) = Z {Eg[ô*(X) - 0^ ]2 - Eq[Ô^ (X) - 8^ ]2} 
i=l 
P 
= Z {Eg[6^ (X) - q^ (X)*^ (%J - 0^ ]2 - Eg[Ô^ (p - 8^ ]2} 
i=l 
P P 
= 2 I E [0 q (X)(j) (X)3 - 2 Z E„[5 (X)q. (X)é. (X) ] 
i=l 8 1 i - 1 - i=i 8 i - 1 ~ 1 -
P 
+ E E [q2(X)*2(X)] . 
i=l ^   ^~  ^-
From Berger (1978), 
i(l),^ , aid) q (X)<|. (X) p*(X ) q"'"'(X) 
(2.1.20) E^ [8,q,(X)*^ (p] = 
(X) 
(X) 
r;(X.)]^  
Substituting (2.1.20) in (2.1.19), 
P 2q (X)é (X) p' (X ) qy^ )(X) 
(2.1.21) A(8) = - 6,a)r. (X^ ) + 
r"(X ) ï> 2q,(X)*i(l)(X)  ^ , 
- FXXJ^^ + .:,:8{ " r!(x.) + 
1 1 1=1 ~ XX 
P 2q (X)*:^ 1)(X) 
= Z E{ -./A + q2(X)+2(X)} = E[6(X)] 
i=l i^  i^  XX-
q^ ^^ (^X) p:(X ) rV(X.) 
q (X) " " p.(X.) + rt(Xj ' 
1 ^  IX 1 i 
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P (x) p 
where A(x) = 2 Z —,—\ + Z q?(x)<j)?(x). 
i=l i=l ~ " 
Consider the special case when q^ (x) has the form T(x)h^ (x^ ), i = l,...,p. 
Then one can write 
P h. (X.) P 
(2.1.22) A(x) = 2T(X) Z ,, . (x) + 2 T^(x)h?(x,)(j>?(x) .  
i=l i:^  i-^   ^ " i=l ~ 1 1 1 -
h (x ) 
This is of the form (1.1.7) with Y(x) = 2T(X), V.(x.) = —rp—R 
~ "" 1 i  ^i i  
and W^ (x) = T^ (x)h|(x^ ), i = l,...,p. Define g^ (x^ ) by 
1 P e 
g:^ (Xi) = y J = ^  ) . Writing S = Z |g^ (x^ )| for some 6 > 0, if 
i i i i i=l 
(2.1.3) - (2.1.5) are satisfied, one gets a solution of the form (2.1.2) 
to the differential inequality (2.1.22), while if (2.1.10) - (2.1.12) 
are satisfied, one gets a solution of the form C, ..., ^ j^^)' to the 
P 
differential inequality (2.1.22) with S = Z g.(x.). One should remember, 
i=l ^   ^
however, that in all these cases, convergence of certain integrals is 
tacitly assumed. 
The special case when ô^ (x) = is the minimum variance un­
biased estimator of was considered by Hudson (1974). He took 
i^^ *i^  = -x^ , but his argument can be modified to incorporate the general 
r^ . This modification enables us to handle some of the examples more 
directly than Hudson. Note first that 
(2.1.23) a^ (x_) = p^ (x^ ) + dZ ^(x^ )^  
so that 
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(2.1.24) = 6j(Xj)r'(x^ ) =  ^log r'fe.) 
Hence 
P.(x ) 
(2.1.25) ^^ (x.) = log[^ ^^  )3 , i = l,...,p. 
and 
(2.1.26) q^ (x) = rj(x^ ) exp[|^ (x^ )]/p^ (x^ ) = 1, 
which is of the form T(x)h^ (x^ ) with T(X) S 1, h^ (x^ ) = 1. 
Now (2.1.22) reduces to 
(2.1.27) A(x) = 2 E . ^ (^^ (x) + Z *2(x) . 
i=l i''  ^ ~ i=l ^  " 
Thus g^ (x^ ) = r^ (x^ ), f(x) = 2, W^ (x) = 1, i = l, . . . , p .  
Hence for p ^  3 if (2.1.3) - (2.1.5) are satisfied, the minimum variance 
unbiased estimate ô(x) = (ô^ (x^ ), ..., 5^ (x^ ))' of 0 with a^ (x\) given 
by (2.1.23) is dominated by 
(2.1.28) (6^ (.^ ) + %%) +:$4p(Xp))' , 
P 16  ^ 6 
with S = Z |g. (x )| = Z |r.(x.)| . In the special case r.(x.)=-x. 
i=l  ^  ^ i=l  ^  ^ X i 1 
taking B = 2, equality holds in (2. 1 . 4 ) .  Further when T(S) S c ,  where C 
CXi 
is some positive constant, noting that <j>.(x) = , i = l,...,p, the 
S X? 
i=l 1 
risk improvement is given by 
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P 
(2.1.29) Z {E[6^ (X^ ) - e^ ]2 - E[6^ (X^ ) - è^ (X) - 0^ ]2} 
i=l 
= -E{-2 Z + z <i>?CX)} 
i=l ^  " i=l ^  ~ 
P  ^_i 
= C[2(p-2)-C]E( Z X?) . 
1=1 ^ 
The optimal choice of C in this case is thus p-2, and the corresponding 
risk improvement is given by 
(2.1.30) = E{(P"2)2}  ^
Z X? 
i=l "• 
a case considered earlier by Hudson (1974). 
P 
Next since Z W.(x)/Y(x) = îgp, (2.1.11) is satisfied with d=l. Also, 
i=l ^  p 
if (2.1.10) and (2.1.12) are satisfied with S = Z g.(x.) and d=l, 
i=l  ^  ^
ô(x) is dominated by (S (x ) 4- , ..., 6 (x ) + ^ 5^ )^'• In the special 
-  -  X X b  p p o  
case when 8^  (^ j;) ~ ~ T (S) 5 C where C is some positive 
constant, the risk improvement is given 
P 
(2.1.31) Z {E[Ô.(X.) - e.]2 _ E[6.(X.) - 4 > . ( X )  - ej2} 
i=l  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
P ifl"i P 
= -E{-2 Z (fit^ X^X) + Z *?(%)} 
i=l ^  " i=l ^  ~ 
P _2 
= pC(2-C)E( Z X.) . 
i=l ^  
The optimal choice of C in this case is C=l, and the corresponding risk 
improvement is 
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(2.1.32) I. = E{ } . 
P  ^( 2 X )2 
i=l ^  
It should be noted that the estimator proposed in the last para­
graph dominates the usual minimum variance unbiased estimator of the 
natural parameter in exponential families for all p ^  1 provided appro­
priate regularity conditions are satisfied. In many cases this is not 
surprising since the minimum variance unbiased estimator is inadmissible 
even in one dimension. Mention may be made of the scale estimation of 
a gamma family of distributions with known shape parameter. In other 
cases, in order to satisfy the regularity conditions, one needs high 
values of p. The verification of the regularity conditions in particular 
cases is important, and without this the setting up of a Stein type 
identity might be invalid. 
A comparison between I^  and I^  (in case both the estimators dominate 
the usual one) seems to be in order. First of ail consider the following 
two claims. 
Claim 1; For p = 3, 
(2.1.33) °^  . 
p — p 
( E X.)2 J x? 
i=l " i=l ^  
Proof: Immediate 
Claim 2; If the x^ 's are all nonnegative or nonpositive 
(2.1.34) p(Z X^ )"^  <_ — , for all p ^  4 
^ Z X| 
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Proof ; Since p ^  (p-2)^ , P > 4, and 
P P P 
Z X? < ( r X.)2 = I X? + 2 Z E x.x.  ,  
i=l  ^ i=l  ^ i=l  ^ lli<j:^   ^3 
P 
hence p Z X? < (p-2)2(ZX.)2, or 
i=l  ^  ^
p( Z X.)"^  < (P-2)2( Z X?)"^ , 
i=l  ^ i=l  ^
so that (2.1.34) holds 
From claim 1, it follows that for p=3. 
Q.E.D. 
3 1 3 _ 3 , 
(2.1.35) I = E( Z X?) < E[( Z X.)2/3] ^  = 3E( Z X.) ^  = I , 
 ^ i=l ^  i=l ^  i=l 1  ^
and strict inequality holds if for example the X_^ s are continuous with 
probability one. However if the X_'s are all nonnegative or non-
positive with probability one, from claim 2, for all p ^  4, 
Pi P _o 
(2.1.36) I = (p-2)2E( Z X?)'-^  5^ pE( Z X.) ^  = I . 
 ^ i=l ^  i=l 1  ^
Thus, at least for p=3, the rival estimators proposed by us leading to 
the risk improvement on the usual estimator are better than the 
estimators proposed by Hudson (1974) leading to the risk improvement 
Consider next the following examples. 
Example 2.1.1. Let X^ ,...,Xp be independent, X^  ~ N(8^ ,l), i = l,...,p. 
The estimator dominating X in this case is given by 
(1 - ^ 4^ ) X , S = Z X2 
i=l 
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a case considered extensively in the literature by Baranchik (1970) and 
P —2 ' —1 
others. Since E[p( Z X^ ) ] = E{[x^  (28.)2)] Î = +" for all p, the 
sufficient condition for the Stein type identity to hold in this case 
fails and we cannot claim an estimator of type X + 1 dominates X. 
S -p 
Example 2.1.2. Let X^ ,...,X^  be independent, X^  having p.d.f. 
1 ®i~^  
(2.1.37) fg (x^ ) = p(Q J exp(-x^ ), x^  > 0, 0^  > 1, i = l,...,p. 
In this case the minimum variance unbiased estimator of 0 is 
X = (X^ ,...,Xp)'. Also, = r^ (x_) = - log x^ , i = l,...,p, so 
that X is improved by 
(i) (X - ^ l^og X ,...,X - ^ l^og X )' , S= E (log X.)2 
X o J. p t) p 1 
(ii) (X 4- ..., X + ^ s  = z  log X. . 
1 P i> i=l  ^
Example 2.1.3. Let X^ ,...,Xp be independent, X^  having the inverse 
Gaussian distribution with known location parameters jj^  but unknown 
scale parameter 6^ (y^  > 0, 0^  > 0 for all i = l,...,p). 
Thus, X^  has p.d.f. 
o k (2.1.38) f (x.) = [0./27rx?] exp[ ], i = l,...,p. 
®i  ^  ^  ^ 2y2 X. 
(x. - P.)^  _ 2 / 2  
In this case r\(%_) = , p.(x.) = x. , i = l,...,p, 
and the minimum variance unbiased estimate of 0. is given by 
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(2.1.39) = 
%\(3x2 + 
(x? - u?) 
This is improved (coordinatewise) by 
either (i) ô.(x ) +-^ |^ r.(x.) 
X i w il 
p 
1=1 
(ii) «.  ^
P 
or 
Next we consider the subfamily of the general exponential family 
of distributions ^ t^h p.d.f. given by (1.1.5). If now X^ ,...,Xp are 
independent, X. having p.d.f. f (x.) as in (1.1.5), and the problem is 
estimation of the mean vector (y(0.), ..., y(0 ))', the usual minimum 
1 P 
variance unbiased estimator X can be improved as follows. 
If Ô*(x) = (6*(x), ..., 5*(x))' with 
(2.1.40) 5*(x) = + <j)^ (x) , i = l, . . . , p  ,  
then, using (1.1.6), 
P p 
(2.1.41) Z E[Ô*(X) - y(e.)]2 - Z E[X. - y(0.)]2 
i=l  ^ 1 i=l 1 1 
P P 
= Z E[X + (j) (p - y(6,)]2 - E E[X, - y(e.)]2 
i=l  ^  ^  ^ i=l  ^  ^
P P 
=2 Z E[(X - y(8.))*.(%)] + Z E[*.(X)]2 
i=l 1  ^  ^ i=l  ^~ 
= E[A(X)] , 
i 
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with A(x) = 2 I a(x.)#^ (^ (^x) + Z <p?(x) . 
i=l  ^  ^ ~ i=l ^  
dXi 
Once again writing g.(x,) = /—p—r = b(x.), under appropriate conditions 
i i X 
X is improved (coordinatewise) by 
(i) X. - b(X.) , S= Z b2(X.) ; 
 ^ S 1 i=l 1 
(ii) X. + , S = I b(X.) . 
 ^  ^ i=l  ^
The above conclusion follows directly by appealing to the solutions of 
the basic differential inequality (1.1.7) given by Theorems 2.1.1 and 
2.1.2. The comparison of the risk improvements by (i) and (ii) in the 
special case T(S) = C (a constant) is very similar to the one in the 
case of the estimation of the natural parameter. 
It is clear that if the original estimator say ô (X) is minimax, any 
class of estimators dominating ô(X) is minimax. This is true for example 
in the multidimensional normal case when §(X) = X. There are other situa­
tions when the minimum variance unbiased estimator of the natural param­
eter or the mean is minimax either due to the fact that every estimator 
is minimax having infinite supremum risk or being the best invariant esti­
mator with respect to some simple group of transformations. As an example 
of this, consider the cases (i) and (ii) of example 2.1.2. 
2.2. Gamma Case 
It is clear that the minimum variance unbiased estimator is not 
necessarily the best invariant estimator. Also, the best invariant esti­
mator sometimes dominate the minimum variance unbiased estimator even in 
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one dimension. This is the case, for example, in the gamma case for es­
timating the scale parameter or its reciprocal. In such cases, it is 
more meaningful to improve on the best invariant estimate rather than the 
minimum variance unbiased estimator in the multidimensional case. 
Let X^ ,...,Xp he independent gamma random variables, having 
p.d.f. 
"i 0. a_-l 
(2.2.1) fg expC-e^ x^ ), > 0, 0^  > 0, 
> 0, i = 1,...,p. 
It is assumed that a.'s are known, but 0.'s are unknown. The "best" 
X X 
invariant estimator of 0 under a wide variety of losses (including the 
2 a —2 
quadratic loss in particular) is given by —, ..., —§—)' provided 
A- A 1 p 
min a. >2, and the "best" invariant estimator of 0 ^  = (0.^ , ..., 0 ^ )' 
i<i<p ^ : P 
X 
is given C^ , .... 
1 P 
The object of this section is to generalize the Berger class of 
estimates once again in the spirit of the work of Baranchik (1970) and 
others. For simplicity of exposition we have considered the special case 
when = ... = = a (say), aC>0) is known, although generalizations are 
possible in the case of unequal but known a^ 's also. 
First, let us consider the estimation of 0 under squared error loss 
when a > 2. Taking Ô^ x^) a 5^ Cx^ ) = and noting that r^ (x^ ) = x^  and 
p (x.) = x° one finds Qc) = ^ I(x ) = S. (x )rî(x ) = so that i 1. 1 3»^  ^
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exp[^ . (Xj. )] /p . = expICa-2)log = %T^  . 
Thus is of the form xCsih^ Cs^ ) with,  ^1, h^ Oc^ )^ = Hence 
gj^ CXj.) = /[r^ Cx.)/h^ Cx^ )Jdx^  = % :x|, i = l,...,p. From (2.1.22), 
-2 P 
W.Cx) = T^ Oc) h?Oc.) = a. , taking g=l so that S - h Z x?, the in-
 ^ j=l  ^
equality (2.1.4) holds. Hence under (2.1.3) and (2.1.5) with g=l and 
P , 
S = h z X?, ô(x) is improvable Ccoordinatewise) by 
j=l J 
2=1 + TCS) ^ 
X. S i 
This class of estimates generalizes the Berger class of estimates when 
the a.'s are all equal. 
"1 1^ ""1 _ Next, we consider estimation of 8 = , ..., 6 )'. This is an 
important case since 6 is known constant -multiple of Ei^ ). Berger 
0-9781 considered this estimation problem quite extensively with various 
quadratic losses. Assume the loss in estimating 0  ^by ôCx) is of the 
form 
(2.2.2) LCe, 6) = Z 8™(6.(%) - eT^ ), 
i=l ^   ^~ 1 
We will consider generalization of Berger's estimate for 6 ^  under the 
loss (2.2.2) with m = 0, m = 1, and m = 2. 
First consider the loss 
(2.2.3) LCe, 5) = Z 8 C6. = eT^ , Ci.e. m = 1) 
i=l  ^  ^
—1 -1 As noted already, the best invariant estimate of 0 is 6Cx) = (cH-l) x 
when = ... = = a (>0 known). Berger (1978) has shown that in order 
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in order to improve on d(x) Ccoordinatewise) by the 
differential inequality to solve is of the form 6(x) < Q with 
C2.2.41 ACX)= -^ Z X| Z X <J,2 0£) 
Ca+1}2 i=l  ^ i=l  ^  ^-
+ — Z x^  ij> . (x) . 
Ccd-1)2 i=i 1 1 ~ X ~ 
It will be seen that the first two terms in C2.2.4) are dominant. Re­
taining only the first two terms, the simpler differential inequality 
to solve is Û*Cx) < 0 with 
(2.2.5) A*CX) = — Z x2 <f.^ ^^ (x) +-^  Z X. *2(x) . 
Ca+1)2 i=i 1  ^ - a+1 i=l  ^  ^-
2 „  ^ _ _2 TT _ 1 So, W(x) = , V.(x.) = X., W.Os) = —[z- X. and hence, 
Ca+1)^   ^  ^ 11- a+l 1 
g^ (Xi) = /V^ (^x^ )dx. = jx^ àx^  = - Taking 3=1, one therefore, has 
P -1 
S = Z X. so that 
i=l  ^
C2.2.6) Z W^ (x)g2(x^ )/^ l'(x) = ^  S = (a+l)3sS. 
P 
i=l 
This is similar to (2.1.4) except that a constant multiple has to be in­
c o r p o r a t e d  t o  t h e  r i g h t  h a n d  s i d e  o f  ( 2 . 1 . 4 ) .  T h u s  i f  0  <  T C S )  <  ^ '  
p >_ 2 and 
(2.2.7) U(S) = T(S) SP"^/[2(P-L) - CA+DXCS)] is 
strictly increasing in S, it follows from Theorem 2.1.1 that 
<j> - (x) = - g.(x.) = x,^  is a solution to A*(x) < 0. Note that 
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W = - - With the substitution of 
1 - b 1 a g2 1 
$.(%) and ({)^ ^^ (^x) in ACx) it follows from C2,2,4) that 1 - 1 ~ ~ 
(2.2.8) i(x)=—2 £ - 2Slj 3,7!) 
i=l S S g2 1 
(a+l}2 i=l  ^  ^ S2 1 S 1 
Ca+1)2 S a+1 S 
_ 2 T^ÇSl ^  2 T^£(S1 _ TCS)T'CS)j P -^2 
Ca+1)2 S Qa+iy^  $3 S2 i=l  ^
< - — I2T'CS) + (2(p-L) - GX+1)TCS))J 
Ca+1) 2 S 
2tCS)THS) ? -2 
Z X. , 
Ca+1) 2 S2 i=l 
P _2 . 
using E X. ^  S^ . Thus, assuming 
i=l  ^
(2.2.9) 0 < tCS) , P > 2, and 
C2.2.10) tCS) is differentiable and strictly increasing in S 
(which implies (2.2.7)) it follows that S(^ ) is improvable by 
C2.2.11) — :& + Ip , Ip = a,...,l)' . 
Next comes the minimaxity consideration of the given class of estimates 
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(2.2.11) under the given loss. By using the Cramêr-Rao inequality it 
can be shown that the supremum of the risk of any estimator of 0 ^  in 
this case is +« so that every estimator of 0 is minimax. However, if 
one uses the normalized weighted squared error loss 
P -1 -1 P _i 
(2.2.12) LCe, 5) = C z e/) z e.C«s. -  0. )% , 
i=l ^  i=l ^   ^  ^
the best invariant estimator Ca+1) of 6 ^  has constant risk Cct+1) ^ 
and is minimax. The class of estimates C2.2.11) dominates Cct+l) 
even under this modified loss, and hence is minimax. 
Next we consider estimation of 0 ^  under weighted squared error 
loss 
C2.2.13) LC0, <y) = I - 07^ )2, Ci.e. m = 2) . 
i=l ^  1 1 
The best invariant estimate S(x) = Cct+l) has constant risk Gx+1) ^  
under this loss, and is minimax. For p ^  3, Berger has produced esti­
mators improving on 5 Cx). A slight extension of the Berger class of 
estimates is given below. 
Let 5*(^ ) = Cl + 4:j.(%)), i = l,...,p. Berger (1978) has shown 
that 
P , , 
C2.2,14) Z {8?E[6*(g) - 07-^ J2-02E[6 (X.) - 0/]2} = E[A(X)] , 
*  ^  1  X I X  X  X—1 
where 
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c.2.151 i&i = ^  
X^ l 1=1 1=1 
+ -^ — z x|{<j)J^ e^x) + +I4^ ^^ os)J2} . 
[0+1)2 X X - X - X - X -
p 
Let S = Z  Clog x,)^  and <{i.Csl = gCS) log :x , x = l,...,p. 
x=l 
Then 
(2.2.16) (j)^ ^^ (^x) = gCSl + 2x^ g'(S) (Iqg x-l^ , X = l,...,p ; 
C2.2.17). = -x^ g^CSl + 6x^ g^^ CSi log X. + 4xT^  g"CSl(log x^ )3; 
P iTll (2.2.181 2 W = pgCSi + 2Sg*CS}; 
x=l 1 
(2.2.19) Z  i ) 2 ( x )  =  s g^ CS); 
3>1 ^ ~ 
P P P 
(2.2.20) 2 X ({).(x)(|). (x) = g^ CS) I log X + 2gCS)g'CS) 2 (log x.)3; 
1=1^ "^^  1=1  ^ i=l  ^
P o if2") P 
(2.2.21) I x^ 4,^ *-^ Xx) = -pgCS) 4- 6g'CS) Z  log X. 
x=l  ^^  " i=l  ^
P 
- 2Sg'CSl + 4g"CS) Z  Clog x,)3; 
x=l  ^
P ± ( 2 ^  n P 
(2.2.22) Z x *.(x)4). = - g^ CS) Z log x. + 6Sg(S)g'(S) 
x=l 1 ~ 1 i=l  ^
P P 
- 2g(g)g' (s)  2 (log X )3 + 4g*CS)g"CS) 2 Clog x.)^; 
x=l  ^ 1=1  ^
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(2.2.23) Z = pg2(S) + 4[g'(S)]2 Z (log x.)** + 4Sg* (S)g(S) 
i=l  ^  ^ • i=l  ^
Substitution of (2.2.18) - (2.2.23) in (2.2.15) gives after some simpli­
fications 
(2.2.24) (a+l)A(x) = , 
where 
2pa (2.2.25) = -gf g(S) + 4Sg'(S) + =Sg2(S) ; 
(2.2.26) T = ^  [3g'(S) Z log x - Sg'(S) + 2g"(S) Z (log x.)3] ; 
 ^ i=l  ^ i=l  ^
o  ^ P P 
(2.2.27) T. = -^  {(2p+l)g2(S) Z log x. + (4p+2)g(S)g'(S) Z (log x.)3 
i=l  ^ i=l  ^
P 
+ pg2(S) + 4[g(S)g"(S) + (g'(S))2] Z (log x.)4 + 10Sg(S)g'(S)}. 
i=l  ^
Although it is possible to obtain a nice general solution of the form 
g(S) log x^  to the simpler differential inequality A*(x) < 0 with 
(2.2.28) A*(X) =^  Z X *1(1) (X)+^ Z (x) , 
a+i . , X X - a-r± . X 
x=l 1=1 
Substitution of such a general g(S) in (2.2.24) - (2.2.27) makes things 
quite involved, and we are unable to see whether such a g(S) provides a 
solution to A(x) < 0. Hence, we consider a special form of g(S), namely 
(2.2.29) g(S) = - c(b + S) ™ for some m ^  1 , 
where c(>0) and b(>0) are at our choice. Then, 
(2.2.30) g'(S) = cm(b + ; 
(2.2.31) g"(S) = -cm(nri-l)(b+S)"(®^ )^ . 
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Writing D = b + S, substitution of (2.2.29) - (2.2.31) in (2.2.25) -
(2.2.27) give 
(2.2.32) cD~® + 4ScinD"^  ^+ aSc^ D"^ ® 
< - % cD~° + 4cTnD"'° + ac2b~"^ "^® 
— a+1 
= -2cD - 2m - ^  b ™^ )^ ; 
(2.2.33)  ^{3CIHD'°"^  E log - cmSD"°"^  
i=l 
___? P 
- 2cm(nrfl)D Z (log x.)^ } 
i=l  ^
< I llogKj . 
i=l 
Using lemma 1, p. 34 of Berger (1978), 
(2.2.34) Z [log X.1/D < 2~^  b"^  p^  
i=l  ^
Hence 
(2.2.35)  ^D"® b"^  P^  ; 
(2.2.36) T = ^  {(2P+1)C2d"^ ™ I log x. - m(4p-2)c2D'^ '^ ~^  2 (log x.)3 
i=l  ^ i=l  ^
+ pc^ D"^  + 4c2m(mfl)D~2'^ -2 + 4c2m - lOmc^ SD'^ "'"^ } 
 ^•^ r {m(4P+2)D Z [log x. | + pD + 4c2(2m2+m)D 
i=l  ^
-m 
< kcZg-'" , 
where k is a positive constant depending on a, p, c, b and m. Combining 
(2.2.24), (2.2.33), (2.2.35) and (2.2.36) one gets 
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(2.2.37) (o+l)A(x) _< -2cD - 2m - b ^  - k^ c] . 
If p > 2in(a+l)/a = 2in(l+o ^ ), then choosing b(>0) an c(>0) appropriately, 
it follows from (2.2.37) that A(x) < 0. For example when m = 1, a > 2, 
for any p ^  3, ô(x) is improvable by 5*(x) with 
X. c log X p 
^ - b + s  ^ s  = E (log x^ )2,  
i=l 
by appropriate choosing b > 0 and c > 0. 
-1 Finally consider estimation of 9 under the usual squared error 
loss 
p 
(2.2.38) L(e, 6) = Z (6. - 6.)%, (i.e. m = 0) . 
i=l 1 1 
Let 6^ (x\) = and ô*(x) = 5^ (x^ ) + h^ (x), i = l,...,p, where some 
conditions need be imposed on the h^ 's latter. Then, 
P X. X. 1 
(2.2.39) I = Z {E[^  - 8^ i]2 - E[^  + bu(X) - 0^ 2} 
i=l 
P X _ p 
= -2 Z E{[-3^ - e/]h.(X)} - Z E[h.(X)]2 . 
i=l " 1 1 - 1 
Assume that h.(x) is integrable with respect to x and 
X - 1 
R^ ^^ \x) = x° \^ (x). Using integration by parts, one can then write 
(see Corollary 2, p. 7 of Berger (1978)) 
(2.2.40) E[e^ V(X)] = E[R^ (X)XJ""] . 
From (2.2.39) and (2.2.40) one gets 
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(2.2.41) I = - Z +21 E[X^ :'"VCX)J 
«+1 x=l  ^  ^ " i=l "• " 
- z EIX5'^°CRJ^^ (JC112] . 
i=l - "• -
(Note that our R.Cx) is in fact h..(x)/Ca.+l) in Berger*s notations). 1 ~ 1 - i 
1 P 2 
Let R.Cxi = X. gCS), where S = Z xT . Then, 
 ^~  ^ i=l ^  
C2.2.42) = X^ ''\%S1C-2X:^ ) + Gx-DX^ '^ gCS) 
= -2x""^ g^ CSl + (ix-liX°"^ gCSl . 
Substituting (2,2.42) in (2.2.41) one gets 
(2.2.43) I = - Z El-2X:^ g'CSi + (o-llgCS)] 
" i=i  ^
p 
+ 2 Z E[gCS)J 
i=l 
- Z E{ 4x7^ 1 g ' CSXJ 2 + (a-ll^ xT^ g^  CS) - 4 (£x-1)xT\ * csig CS) } 
i=l  ^  ^  ^
= E{^  Sg'CSi - gCS) + 2pgCS)} 
- 4E{[g'(S)]2 ZXT^ } - Ca-l)2E[Sg2CS)] • 
i=l ^  
P , 
+ 4(a-l)E[g'(S)g(S) Z XT] 
i=l ^  
= ^ E[Ss'CSi] +^ EIg(SiJ 
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P r 
- 4E[(g'(S))2 Z X. ] - Co-l)2E[g2(S)S] 
i=l ^  
P , 
+ 4(a-l)E[gCS)g'CSi E xT ] = E[KCX)J . Csay) 
i=l 
Once again a general solution gCS). for the inequality kCXi > 0 Cwpl) 
seems difficult. If one puts g(S} = c(b+S)"^ , c > 0, b > 0, m ^  1, 
then the computations can be somewhat simplified. With this particular 
choice it follows from (2.2.43) that 
C2.2.441 I = E[-cms 4- ^  Efc Ch+S) 
- 4E[c2m2Cb+S)"^ "^ ~^  E xT^ J - (ft-D^ EESc^ Cb+S)"^ ™] 
i=l ^  
+ 4(a-l) E[c2m(b+S)'^ ~^^  E xT^ J 
i=l ^  
. E[- ^  D-"-! + % D-^ 1 - 4c2EIm2D-^ "'-2 I xT^ J 
a+1 a+1 . , X 
1=1 
- Ca-l)^ c^ ElD ^ S] - 4Ca-l)c^ mE{D ^  ^ E X.^ j , 
i=l ^  
where D = b + S. 
p -4 P 
Using now the inequalities S < D, EX. _< EX, _< S Cwpl), one 
i=l ^  i=l ^  
gets 
(2.2.45) I > ^  (p-m)E[D - 4c2m2E[D 
- (a-l)2c2E[D~^ ™^ J^ - 4(a-l)c2mE[D"^ °^ J^ 
 ^(p-m)E{D"®J 
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- I4c^ in^  + Ca-l)^ c^  + 
 ^{—^  (p-ffl) - [4c^  ^+ (a-l)^ c^ + 4(a-l)c^ ]b^ ^^ }E(D ^ ) . 
Hence, if p > m, by choosing c, b appropriately, the coefficient 
of E(D in (2.2.45) can be made strictly positive. For example when 
m = 1, 
(2.2.46) I > (p-1) - (a+l)2c2]E(D"^ ) , 
so that p ^  2 and c < gives I > 0, a case considered by Berger 
(a+l)3 
but with unequal a.'s. 
Thus, R.(X) = c X?~^  (b+S)"°, S = Ê XT^  . Hence, 
 ^  ^ i=l ^  
(2.2.47) R^ ^^ (^X) = c(o-l)X°"^ (b+S)~"^  - mcx"'^ (-2x^ )^(b+S)~°"^  
= c[(a-l)x""  ^+ 2mX°"^ (b+S)"^ ](b+S)^ ™. 
This leads to 
(2.2.48) h.(X) = X^ ~° (X) 
 ^ [(a-1) XT^  + x/] , i=l,, 
(b+S)='  ^  ^
and hence 
X X 
(2.2.49) S*(X) = (^  + hj^ (X) %«)) . 
dominates the best invariant estimator ô(X) = —^  X of 9 ^  . 
- ~ orrl ~ 
2.3. Weighted Squared Error Loss 
In the context of simultaneous estimation of normal means, 
Bhattacharrya (1966) suggested a method for improvement on the usual es-
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timator with the loss of type. 
P (2.3.1) LCe, 5) = S A.(6. -  8.)2, X >_ X >^ . . .  _> A >0. 
m» mm Î 6 T) 1=1 
The method consists in the decomposition of the original problem into 
similar subproblems. This method can be generalized which permits con­
sideration of losses of the form 
P 
(2 .3 .2)  L(e ,  S )  =  Z  X.w(e . ) (ô .  -  8 . )2 ,  X > A„ > ... > A > 0 .  
-  . ^ X X X  1  1 — Z —  —  P  1=1 
If X^ , ..., Xp are independent and X^  has p.d.f. as (2.1.17), 
i = l,...,p, the minimum variance unbiased estimator of 6^ , as mentioned 
before, is given by 
i^^ '^i^  " p^ (x^ ) r^ (x^ ) d^  (r^ (3^ ))' i = 1,.-->P . 
Then, the general version of (1.1.4) will be 
(2.3.3) E[(5 (X ) -  e,)g.(X)] = -E[ , . g^ ^^ X^)], i = l, . . . , p  .  
X X  X  X  - i i 
Define = A^  - A^ _j_^  ^  0, i = 1, ...,p, A ,, = 0. Then p+1 
P 
(2.3.4) A. = Z a. , 
" j=l J 
Z A. = E ia. . 
i=l ^  i=l 1 
Define (6(p)^ j^ = (ô^ (Xj,), ..., 6.(3_))', 6^ ^^  = (0^ ,... ,0^ ) ', and 
fj^ (x) = 1 k = 1 
= 1 + (i-2) _ ; ,* . k = 2,3,...,? , 
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1 
where S. = Z r^ Cx,). . 
^ 3=1 : : 
Let 
.Cî) 
?^Ci)' ki).^  °i" ~Cîi ®ai" 
i 
i2 = a I C6^  - e Î = l,...,p. 
"• K=1  ^ *-
Then, using C2.3.3) the risk of the estimator 6^ .. = f(X)• C5(X)), 
~ U-i U-i - ~ l.il 
under is 
C2.3.5) - a.E 
= ia. VarCô^ (X.).l , i = 1 
(rCX)l,.. 
= a^E II + Ci-21 —s^ - 8(1) P . i > 2 
i r (\) 
= a. Z E[Ô a, ) + (1-21  ^- 0, ]2 
^ k=l ^ ^ ^i ^ 
i r OL ) 
= A. S {VARC\(XJ^LL + 2A-2)E[ - 8^.) G ^ ] 
k.—1 i 
r CX, ) 
+ Ci-2)2E[ ^  ]} 
S? 1 
1 3 
+ Cl-2)^ Et ''^  ]} 
1 , 
= a^ {^ Î^ VarCS[.aj.)) - [21(1-2) - 4(1-2) - Ci-2)2jEC±-)} 
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= Z Var(6]^ a^ )) - Ci-2)^ EC^ )} 
So the improvement for the ith suhproblem is 
(2.3,6) I. = Ci-2l2a. E(^ l , i > 2 . 
X  ^ i^ 
Consider now the estimator 
6*(X) = (h-Oiifi, (Xil, . ., h^ CX).6„a })' , 
~ ± ~  1  -  1 1  p  -  P  p  
P P 
where h.(X) = Z  ot.f (X)/ Z a. . 
 ^" j=i J j " j=i : 
Then 6*CXl improves on 5(X). with improvement 
P P 1 i 
C2.3.71 r= I I. = Z Ci-2i2a EC^ ) , S. = Z r^ XX.) , 
i-3  ^ i=3  ^ i^  ^ k=l  ^
For the subclass of the general exponential family of distribu­
tions as we defined in (1.1.5),, similarly we can get the follwoing es­
timator of (v(6^ ), ...» V C8p))' , 
Ô*(X) = (h^ (X)X^ , ..., h (X)X )' , 
where 
and 
P P 
h a) = Z a.f. (X)/ Z ex. , 
j=i J J ~ j=i  ^
f j (X) — 1 j — 1 
b(X ) 
= 1 - (i-2) •' , j = 2,...,p , 
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with S. = Z b^ (X.) . 
j=l  ^
The improvement of S^ CXi on £(Xl = X is 
P , i 
(2.3.8) I = Z Ci-2)2a. E(^ i , S. = E B^ CX.) . 
i=l  ^ i^  ^ j=l  ^
We can generalize estimators 6*(X), 5*0[) in the context of section 
1. The ith subestimate for 5*(X) is in the form 
- 1  -
(Xjl + ^  Tj ( x . l y  l£j£i, lli£p. 
Now consider 
T CS 1 
Then sufficient conditions that 5** CX} dominate 
-1 
5(x) = C6,(x-), ..., 6 (x ))* is 
~ ~ ± ± P P 
Ci) 0 _< T.(S.) < 2Ci-2) for all i = 3,...,p ; / 
Cii) Tj. CS^ ) is differentiahls, having derivative , 
_^2 for all i = 3,...,p 
(iii) U^(S^) = /[2(i-2) - TCS )^J is strictly increasing in 
for all i = 3,...,p . 
Similarly, we can get 6**(X) dominating ô*(X) . 
Finally, for estimating the natural parameter of (2.1.17), consider 
the following type of estimators, 
5*CX) = 5^ (X^ ) + (^ (^X) , i = 1,...,P , 
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where 4.(X) = c e. r.(X.)[ Ze. r?(X.)J and e.'s are any appropriate 
^ XIX j_2 J J J 3 
known real numbers. Then the improvement of 5*CX) on 5(X) is 
(2.3.9) I, = Z {E(g.(X ) - 8 )2-EC5. (%.) + (t-- (X) - e.)^ } 
JL *.1 XI X XX X X 
X—X 
p p 
= -2 Z E{[6 (X ) - 0.j(j).CXi - I EUHX)] 
i=l  ^  ^  ^  ^ x=l  ^
= 2 Z E[ - Z EE<J)F(XLJ , 
i=l i^^ x-*  ^ i=l  ^
Using C2.3.3). 
Note that 
(2.3.10) OC) = c e r!(X.)[ Z e r2(x.l]"^  
 ^ j=l J J J 
P 9 
- 2 c ej ria.) r?CX,)[ Z e. r2(X.)j"^  
1 1 1  X X  :  J  J  
Substitution of C2.3.10) in C2.3.9) gives us 
P P „ P 
2c Z e. 4c Z e?r?(X.) Z e^ r^ (X.) 
X X X X X X X 
(2.3.11) = E[—^  ] - E[—^  ] - c E[^  -] 
Z e  r 2 (X )  [ Z e r 2 (x]2 I^e^r^CXJ] 
j=l J J J j=i J J J 
P  P o o  
2c Z e. (c2+4c) Z e?r2(x.) 
= E{-^  
P P 
2 e.r?(X.) [ Z e.r?(X.)]2 
j=l J J J j=l J J J 
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P P . P 
2cC I e.K 2 a.r?OC,)i - Cc^ +4c) % e^ r^ CX.! 
_ i=l 1=1 J J J i-l ^  ^   ^J 
r Z e r2(% }]2 
j^ l J J J 
P 
cC r e^ l  ^ p 
= E{—^  12 Z e r2(X.i - Cc+4KZe.)'"^  Z e^ r^ csjj} 
[Zer2(Xi]2 ^ ^=1 
j==l ^  ^   ^
Now if all the e^ 's are positive or all the e^ 's are negative and 
e. , 
(2.3.12) max —^ — < — . 
Ze. 
i=l ^  
Then 
P 
cC Z e_.) 
C2.3.13) I, > E{ — [2 Z e.rfCx.) Z e.r^ CX.)]} 
t?e.r?a.)P 
J=L J J J 
P 
= & Z e.)(2p-4-c)E{-^  i } , 
P _-_T -L P 
[ Z e r 2 ( x ) ]  
j=lp ^ ^ 
and the optimum value of c is (p-2), that is 
I > i2z2)_ Q;e.)E{ — } > 0 . 
i p 1 p 
[ Z e.r2(X )J 
The condition (2.3.12) is satisfied when all the e^ 's are equal. 
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If we take 
p _i (J) (X) = c e ( Z e r (X )) , i = 
i=l 
then the improvement of 6*(X) = 5.(X.) + ^.(X) on 6(X) is 
-i - i X i — — 
p 
(2 .3 .14)  = Z {E(5 (X )  -  0 )2  -  E(6 (X.)  +  (j>. (X)  -  6.  
^  1 1 1  1 1 1  1  
1—± 
P P 
= -2  Z E{[0  (X.)  -  e.] ( j> (X)}  -  Z E[<()?(X)1 
i=l ^ ^ 1 1 - i=l ^ 
= 2  Z E[  -  Z E[(f .2(X)]  ,  
i=l =i(%i; ^ i=l ^ ~ 
using (2.3.3). 
Note that 
(2.3.15) 4u^l)(X) = - c ef r! (X ) [ Z e r. (X.)]"^, i 
i=l 111 
Substitution of (2.3.15) in (2.3.14) gives us 
!.. 
(2.3.16) = -2 c E {— } - c^E{-p^ } 
[E eir^(X.)]2 [I e^r^<X^)]2 
P 
-c(c+2)Ze? 
= E1 . 
[ee^ r^ (x^ l2 
and the optimum value of c is -1, that is 
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h = > • 
[Se r (X )]2 
1 
Finally, an important question in all these problems is to find an 
admissible class of estimates dominating the usual one. One way is to 
find a class of proper Bayes estimates dominating the usual one. Some­
times, generalized (possibly with respect to an improper prior) Bayes es­
timates dominating the usual one might also be obtained, but then a 
separate proof for admissibility is needed. For estimating the natural 
parameter in the exponential family, one can possibly characterize the 
class of generalized Bayes estimates in the lines of Strawderman and 
Cohen (1971), but the admissibility or otherwise of such estimators is 
still an open question. In the special case of normal distributions the 
admissibility or otherwise of generalized Bayes estimators for estimating 
the natural parameter or the mean has been suggested by Brown (1971). It 
should be noted that the condition of the tail as being "light" is not 
enough for admissibility of generalized Bayes estimators and it needs 
some further regularity conditions on the prior distribution (see e.g. 
Brown (1978)). 
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3. BAYES MINDIAX ESTIMATION Of 
MULTIPLE POISSON PARAMETERS 
3,1. The Results 
Let X^,...,Xp Be independent, " Poisson 0^}, i = l,,..,p. 
Suppose that conditional on T = t, 9^,...,6^ are i.i.d. exponential with 
parameter t, i.e., 6 has p.d.f. 
P P 
C3.1.1X fCsjti = n {t expC-te.}.} - t^ezpc-t z e.), o < e. < « , 
i=l ^ i=l 1 ^ 
t > 0 i = 1,.,.,p. 
Also, let T have the prior (possiBly improperl density gCt) such that 
the resulting posterior density of 0 given X :x is proper. The follow­
ing lemma provides a convenient expression for the generalized Bayes 
estimator of 6. 
Lemma 3.1.1. Under the ahoye specification of the prior density for 0, 
the generalized Bayes estimator of 0 under the loss function Cl.1.9) is 
given by {E[l+T| zJ}  where Z ^ Z X.. 
i=l ^ 
Proof: The conditional p.d.f. of 6 given X - i and T = t is 
P X 
C3.1.21 f(.0|x,t) = II [0. exp(rCl+t)6.) ] 
i=l ^ 
P X p 
= [ n 8. ]exp[-CL+tl Z 0j . 
i=l i=l ^ 
Hence, under the loss Cl-1.9) the Bayes estimate of 0^ given X^ = 
Cx^ = 1,2,...) and T = t is 
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X .  
/ 6^  ^expi-cl+t)e^ jde^  
(3.1.3) {ECe^^|x^,t)r^ = ^ x-1 
/ e.^ expr-(i+t)eJde 
0 
-(x +1) 
rcx.+i)a+t) 
r(x^ )a+t) "• 
= (l+t) , i = . 
For 3% = 0, using (3.1.2) and the fact that 
(3.1.4) / 0 .^(9 .-a)^exp[-(l+t)0 Jd9 . = + °» if a f 0 
0 1 1 xx 
< + '*' if a = 0 , 
it follows that the Bayes estimate of 6^ is 0. Hence, in general, the 
Bayes estimate of 0. conditional on X. = x. and T = t under the loss 
X  X X  
function Cl.1.9) is (l+t) i = l,...,p. 
Hence, 
(3.1.5) 5^(p = [EC0^^[XI1"^ 
= {e[e(9ll|x,t)|x]}"l 
= {e[(l+t)xt^ |xjr^  
- {E[(l+T)Jxjr^^ , i = l,...,p. 
Also, it follows from (3.1.4) that G.Cxl ^ 0 if x. = 0. Now the joint 
X  ~  X  
p.d.f. of X and T is given hy 
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p expc-e.ie 
C3.1.6)  fCxjt i  =  gCt)  H /  I  ^—-Jit  eacpC- te . iJde.  
i=l Ox* ^ 
P -Cx.+li 
= g(t) n [tCi+tl rCx.+ii/x.! J 
i=l ^ ^ 
= t^ ci+tr^ '^ g^ctl, 
p 
where z ~ Z x.. Thus from C3.1.6} it follows that the conditional 
i"l 1 
p.d.f. of T given X = x is given by 
c3.1.71 fcti?) cc t^ a+tr^ '^^ c^ti, 
which depends on x only through z. Fence E[Cl+Tl|xj = E[ Cl+T) | Z] 
or {Efl+Tjxj} ^ = {EJ1+T|ZJ} and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1.1. A similar lemma for the normal case appeared in 
Strawderman (19.71}, and later was used By Faith C1&781, 
To prove the main result of this section, we need next thf. follow­
ing lemma due to Tsui and Press 0-5781 generalizing Theorem 2.1 of 
Clevenson and Zidek C1S751. 
Lemma 3.1.2. Let 6^1 == Q. - where p > 2, a > Q, and is a 
real-valued nondecreasing function of z with <j)(z) ^ 0, and 
0 ^ (pCz) <_ 2 min(p-l,al. Then, the estimator 5(X) has risk R($,61 = 
I 8.^E [5.(X)-8.]2 has risk less than p for all 6 such that S.eCO,®), i=l 1 y 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 
1 ' 
The main result of this section is as follows. 
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Theorem 3.1.1. Let the marginal p.d.f. of T given by gCt} satisfy 
Lim tg^Ct) < If g(t). is differentiahle in t and if hCt) = ^ S^^t 
is well-defined for t > 0, then the generalized Bayes estimator of 6 
under in Cl.1.9) (given in lemma 3.1.11 has risk less than p if 
(i) hCt) is nonincreasing in t, and, 
(ii) Lim hCt) £ 2a-(p+ll, 0 < a ^ p-1. 
t-KJ+ 
Proof: From lemma 3.1.1, the generalized Bayes estimator of 0 is of 
the form fCX) given in lemma 3.1.2 with 
C3,1.81 (j>Czi = Cz+alU - ECl+lIzi^ 
- = 2.1. 
C3.1.9-1 ^CQl = 0. 
Next, note that from (3.1.71, 
{;"tp+ici4ti-(2+pig(fidt}/{/"tp(i+ti-(*+?)gct)dt} 
C3.1.1Q1 (J)Czl = (z+al — 
{/va+tr^ '^ "^ g^ctidt}/{/va+t)'"^ ^^ g(t)dt} 
0 0 
0 
Integrating the numerator by parts, and using Lim t^gCt) < ", one gets 
t-x» 
for z ^ 1, 
(3.1.11) rt^ \i+t!-^ "-^ g^ct)dt 
0 
= -Cz+p-i) ^t*'(i+t} ~"''g(t) 1q+(2-j-p-i) [(p+i)t^gCt) 
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+ tp'^ g^ctuci+tr^ '^^ '-^ dt 
= (z+p-i)-i{cp+i)f"tp(i+ti-t=+p-iigct)dt + 
0 0 
g*Ct).dt}. 
Hence, from (3.1.8)., (3.1.10) and C3,1,111 for z _> 1, 
(3.1.12) *(zl = (z+a) (z+p-ir^{ (p+li + E*Iz] } 
= (z+a), (z+p-H (p+ll + E* [h CTl I zj }, 
where 
(3.1.13) f*(z,t) cc tP(l+tr^'^~^^8Ctl, t > Q, z > 1 . 
Now since 0 < a ^ p-1, Cz+al(z+p-ll ^ is increasing in z. Also, from 
C3.1.131, for 0 < < t^, 1 £ z^ < z^, 
C3.1.141 - f*(t2lz^lf*Ct^lz2l 
-1 -Cz +P-11 
= ctj^ t^ r gct^ lgct2liu(z^ lucz2l3 (cl+t^ ) 
~Cz~+p-l) -(z-+p-l) -(z-+p-l) 
ci+tg)  ^ -d+t^ ) ci+tg) }, 
where u(z) = / t^(l+t) ^^g(t)dt. Now 
6 
z +P-1 z +P-1 (1+t ) (l+t ) 2 1+t z -z 
(1+t^) ^ (l+t^) ^ ^ 
Hence 
(3.1.16) left hand side of (3,1.14) < 0 when 0 < t^ < t^, 1 < z^ < z^ . 
This shows that the family of conditional p.d.f.*s f*(t|z) has monotone 
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likelihood ratio in -z. Hence, since b.(t) is decreasing in t, using a 
well-known result, (see lemma 2, p. 74 of Lehmann 0-93SD It follows 
that 
C3.1.171 E*[hCT)|z] is increasing in z ^ 1 . 
Hence, from 03.1.12} and (3.1.171, 4i(zl is increasing in z for 
0 < a _< p-1. Also, since pCC > 01 ^ 1, ]?C4>CZl > 0). > 0, 
Now using (iil of Theorem 3.1.1, 
C3.1.181 sup cjiCz). .5. Cp+H + Lim hCtl 
z^ o t->q+ 
_< (p+li + 2a - (p+ll p 2a . 
Since Q < a ^ p-1, the conditions of lemma 3.1.2 are satisfied, and hence 
it follows that the generalized Bayes estimator of 6, namely 6 (XI has 
risk, less than p. 
Q.E.D.  
Remark 3.1.2. Since X is minimax under L^, 6CXl is also minima^ under 
The following example illustrates the use of Theorem 3.1.1 in find­
ing a class of proper Bayes minimax estimators of 6 for p ^ 3, 
Example 3.1.1. Let gCt) = t™ ^(1+t) 0 < m < p-2, n ^ 1, a family 
of type II beta density priors for T. Then, 
(3.1.19) hCt) = ^g^t = (m-1) - (m+n) . 
Hence, hCt) is nonincreasing in t, Lim hCt] = m-1, Lim t^g(t) < ». 
t^"*" t-H*> 
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(Note that n ^ 1 is crucial for the last assertion}. Hence from (3.1.7), 
j»j.m+p-l cm+n+z+p-ll^  ^
(3.1.201 E[l+T|z] = 
Cl+t r 
0 
_ R(mfp, n+z-ll 
B(iiri-p, n+zi 
r (m+-plr Cn+z-ll 
r (nrfn+z+p-ll 
r(mfplrcn+zl 
r(m+n+z+pl 
m+n+z+p-1 
n+2-1 
where "R" denoting the usual heta function. Thus, from C3.1.8)., 
0.1.2U = fe+aiu -
^ Cz+a) Cnri-pl 
z+m+n+p-l 
which is increasing in z for & < a < mrhi+p-1 and in particular for 
0 < a £ p-1. Also, for 0 < a < m+n+p-l 
C3,1.221 sup (j)(.z), = mfp _< 2(p-ll, since Q < m £ p-2. 
z^ q 
Hence, choosing a _> p-1. 
C3.1.231 sup (j)Czl <_ 2 min(p-l,al , 
z>0 
Thus, for the class of type II Beta densities with 0 < m _< p-2, n ^ 1, 
p > 3, a class of proper Bayes minimax admissible estimates of 6 is 
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given hy 
(3.1.241 = Cl - 24^+p_ii? 
z+n-1 
X z+nrha+p—1 -
Remark 3.1.3. Clevenson and Zidek (19751 (see their Theorem 2.51 obtain­
ed a class of proper Bayes minimax estimates of 6 of the form 
z (3.1.251 S g Cxi = 2+g+p^i 1 < B £ p-1, p >1 3. 
Putting m - 0-1, n = 1 in (3.1.241, one finds that the class of estimators 
in (3.1.251 is a subclass of the class of estimators in (3.1.241. It 
should be noted that Clevenson and Zidek (19751 took an apparently dif­
ferent approach of first reparametrxzxng (#^,...,8 1 into (u, v^,...,v 
p p p 
where u = Z 6. and v. = 0./u, i - l,...,p-l, and then putting a prior 
i=l ^ ^ ^ 
of the form m„(u).g(v-,... ,v ,) to u and (v, ,... ,v ,1 where g is p 1 p—X X p—X 
Dirichlet (1,...,1;11 (see Wilks (1962, p. 1771 for the definition of a 
Dxrichelt distributionl, and 
(3.1.261 m (u) = /~ (1+utl ^exp(-t .^It ^dt 
® 0 
= /°°(l+uy ^1 Gexp(-yiyP"^dy , 
0 
— 1 putting y = t 
It is anticipated from (3.1.241, (3.1.251 that the prior used by 
Clevenson and Zidek (19751 is a special case of our two stage prior. This 
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is, in fact, true and is now exhibited in details. 
First note that conditional on T = t, 0.*s are x.î.d» exponential 
with parameter t. Hence, conditional on T = t, u is distributed indepen­
dently of Cv^, •.. ,v^_2^). Further, the conditional p.d.f. of u given 
T = t is 
(3.1.27), fCu|ti = t^uf ^expC-tul; "u > 0, t > Q , 
which is a gamma (p,t) density, while conditional on T = t, 
has a Dirichlet (1,—,l;ii distribution. Thus, marginally (y^,...,Vp_2) 
- Dirichlet (l,...,l;ll, while the marginal p.d.f. of u is 
(3.1.281 fCu) = /f (ul tigCt).dt . 
Putting g(tl œ t^ ^Cl+t) 1 < 2 < p-1, it follows from 03.1,27) and 
(3.1.281 that the marginal p.d.f. of u is given by 
(3.1.291 m^Cul = / t^^ ^Cl+tl ^u^ ^expC-tuldt 
^ Q 
= J°°(y/ul^^^ ^Cl+yU -^1 ^U^ ^expG-ylu ^dy 
0 
_ j°° yP+S ^expC-yldy 
0 
= /"ci+uy ^1 ^expC-yly^ ^dy , 
Q 
which is the same as m Cu) in (3.1.261. p 
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Remark 3.1.4. Next we show that the conditions Ci) and (iii in Theorem 
3-1.1 are not met by any proper prior when p=2. First note that when 
p=2, from Cii)» 
(3.1.301 Lim hCt) _< 2 min Cl,a). - 3 < - 1 . 
t-Kl+ 
Hence, since h(t) is decreasing in t, 
(3.1.311 <_ -t"l for all t > 0 . 
Integrating both sides of (3.1.311 oyer the interval [t^^t^] where 
0 < t^ < t^ one gets 
g(c?l t 
(3.1.321 logl^^] < logC^l . 
Hence g(t^) >_ ~ "p^Csayl for fixed t^ which is not integrable 
between Q and t^. 
Remark 3.1.5. Strawderman (15721 has shown in the multi-normal case that 
for p^3 or p=4, there does not exist any spherically syannetric proper 
Bayes minimax estimator of 9. It is worth investigating whether or not 
in the Poisson case there exists any proper minimax estimate of the form 
h(zlx for 0 in the case p=2. 
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A. ADMISSIBLE LINEAR ESTIMATES OF THE 
MEAN VECTOR AND REGRESSION PARAMETERS 
4.1. Admissible Linear Estimates of the Mean Vector 
with Known Variance-covariance Matrix 
Let X ~ N (6, I ) where 6 is unknown, and I is a p x p identity 
~ P P ~ ~P 
matrix. Suppose that conditional on y, 9 has the prior N (yl , I ) P -p -P 
whereas u has the (improper) uniform distribution over the. real line, 
i.e., dF(vi) = dy. It is assumed that the loss is of the form 
(4.1.1) L(e, Ô) = W(ll 9 - 6|| ), 
where 1| . |1 denotes the usual Euclidean norm, W is a honnegative real-
valued function satisfying W(l{ u 1|) = W(-|l u H) for all u, and W( jju || ) 
is nondecreasing in each ju^|, j = l,...,p. Further W is such that 
R(9, 6) = E[W(|| 8 - 6(X)11 ) ] is continuous in 9 for all nonrandomized 
decision rules 6. Such a loss function W is referred to as a symmetric 
bowl shaped loss. 
We first show that the estimate given in (1.1.13) is generalized 
Bayes with respect to the loss function (4.1.1) (provided certain inte­
grals are finite). With this end, we first prove the following technical 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.1.1. Consider the integral ^ 
(4.1.2) g(b^,...,bp) = /.. ./W(|| y j|)e ^ ~ dy^.-.dy^ , 
where A ,...,X are given and min X. >0. Then the integral in (4.1.2) 
p i<j<p : 
is minimized with respect to b_ = b_ = ... = b =0. 
1 z n 
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Proof; Note that (4.1.2) can be written as 
P 1 U (4.1.3) g(b,,...,b ) = n (anA.V E [w(11y||)1 , 
1 p j=i j 
where are independent random variables and Y^ - N(bj, A^^), 
j = 1,...,p. Now, 
p 1 
(4.1.4) E , [W(|| Y W)] = E . E {W[( Z Y2)'^]1Y ,...,Y }. 
-bi,...,bp ^I'-'-'tp-l bp j=l J 1 P-1 
Note that A Y^ - x?, ,2-* Hence, using the independence of Y ,...,Y 
P P  ^' P P'' P 
and the monotone likelihood ratio property of noncentral chi-square 
distributions in terms of the noncentraixty parameter, using a well-
known result (see e.g. Lehmann 1959, p. 74), 
(4.1.5) E {W[( Z Y2)^]ly ..,Y } > E {W[( Z Y2)^]jY ,...,Y }. 
p j=l J P " j=i J P"-*-
Thus, from (4.1.3) - (4.1.5), 
2(^ 2'* " ,bp-l, bp) — • ,bp_^ , 0) . 
Proceeding inductively, g(b^,...,bp) ^g(0,...,0) . 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.1.1. An example of a symmetric bowl shaped loss is 
W( II y II ) = II y IIfor some r ^ 0. 
Remark 4.1.2. A one dimensional version of the lemma is used (impli­
citly) without proof in Blyth (1951). 
The generalized Byaes estimate of 8 is now derived with the aid of 
lemma 4.1.1. Suppose the loss function W is such that the conditions 
of the lemma are satisfied. We have noted in chapter 1 that the pos­
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terior distribution of 6 is N (Dx, D) where D = %(I +—11*) is posi-
p p —p —p 
tive definite. Now the problem is minimization of the posterior risk 
with respect to 6(x), that is the minimization of 
I = / . . . /wCll  0-6  (x) 11)  exp[ -%(e - Dx)'D ^(6 - Dx)]d0 ...d9 . 
But 
(4.1.6) I = /.../w(|| z ll)exp[-%(z - (J)(x))'D ^(z - ^(x))]dz . ..dz , 
where z = 0 - ô(x) and 6(x) = Dx - 6(x). 
Since D ^ is positive definite (because D is p.d.), if X^,...,X denote 
-1 the eigen values of D with corresponding orthonormal eigen vectors 
a^,...,a^, using the spectral decomposition, one can write 
(4.1.7) d"^ = Z A.a.al . 
i=l ^ 
Let Yj = ajz, b^ = b^(x) = §J^(x), j = l,...,p. Then it follows from 
(4.1.6) and (4.1.7) that 
? (4.1.8) I = /—/w(|| z ||)exp[-îs(z - 4(x))'( Z A.a.al)(z - 4(x))]dz ...dz 
~ ~ ~ . - 1-1-1 - - i. p 
1=1 
p 
= /...Jw(|l z |l)exp[-i2 I X.(z - $(x))'a,al(z - ^(x))]dz . ..dz 
i=l ^ - ~ ~ - X p 
p 
= /.../W(ll z II )exp[-% Z X. (aîz-aî^(x))'(a'z-a.^(x))]dz .. .dz 
^ ~ - ~ -1 ~ 1 p 
p 
= /... /W(|| y ||)exp[-îs Z X (y -b )2]dy .. .dy . 
i=l 111 -i- P 
Now, using the lemma it follows from (4.1.8) that I is minimized when 
bj = bj(x) = 0 for all j = l,...,p, i.e., when 6(x) = Dx = ^(x + xl^). 
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Thus, the generalized Bayes estimate of 6 under the loss function 
(4.1.1) with ff satisfying the conditions of lemma 4.1.1 is given by 
(1.1.13). The next step is to prove the admissibility of this estimator 
with respect to the loss (4.1.1). The technique we are going to use is 
one due to Blyth which views the given estimator as the limit of a se­
quence of Bayes estimators with the difference of the Bayes risks con­
verging to zero at an appropriate rate. 
With this end, consider the sequence of priors m ^ 1} for 0, 
where Ç - N (0, i ) with i ^ = (1 + —)I - — 1 1'. The reason for the m p -'m -tm m ~p p -p-p 
choice of as above is as follows. We supposed that given 6, 
X - N (0, I ) and given y, 0 - N (yl , I ) and dF(y) = dy. So that the 
~ p - ~p ~ p -p -p 
marginal prior density of 0 is 
f(0) = /" f (0)dy 
—00  ^
p 
® /°°exp[-îs E (0. -y)2] dy 
i=l ^ 
P _ , _ 1 P 
= exp[-is Z (0. - 8)2] , where 0 = — Z 0 
i-i p i=i 1 
<= expias e'(ip - p"Hpip>8] • 
Consider now the sequence of priors N^(0, |^) for 0 where 
t ^ = ( l  +  m ^ ) I  -  p ^ l l ' .  T h e  i m p l i c i t  i d e a  i s  t o  a p p r o x i m a t e  t h e  
-m -p -p~p 
improper prior (1.1.10) by the proper prior Ç with Ç converging (as 
m m 
m —> «) to the improper prior (1.1.10) at an appropriate rate. (See 
Stein (1965) for some general results on approximating improper priors 
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by proper ones.) Now it can be easily shown that (see Lemma 1.1.3 due 
to Lindley and Smith (1972)) the posterior distribution of 9 given X = x 
(when the prior is Ç ) is N (D x, D ), where m p -m~ ~m 
D  ^  =  I  + i ^  =  D ^ +  —  I ,  a n d  u s i n g  ( 1 . 1 . 1 1 )  o n e  c a n  w r i t e  
~m ~p •'•m - m -p 
Phi " 2nH-l îp p(2m+l) (mfl) -p^ ' 
Also, the same lemma of Lindley and Smith (1972) gives the marginal dis­
tribution of X as N^(0, Ip + Ijjj). Using the general symbol r(Ç, 6) for 
the Bayes risk of the estimator ô(X) of 6 with respect to the prior Ç, 
then the corresponding Bayes risks of D X and DX respectively are 
(4.1.10) r(5^. D_^X) = /.../W<i|e-D^;||)(2n) 
d8_***d8 ) (1%- • • • 1 p 1 p 
= (2n)-P|D_|-'^|lp + |___r'^/.../H(|| YII e%p[-% y'5;\l 
expl-h x'(I + i ) ^x]dy,...dy dx,...dx , 
^ - p ^m - ^1 pi p 
where y = 0 - D^x, and 
-2 
(4.1.11) r(ç___,dp=/.. ./w( ii 6-bx|| ) (2n) ^ |d^ | -^ exp[-3{(8-d_^ x) 'd^ c^e-g^ ;) ] 
-£ 
(211) ^ 11 +1 I ^exp[-)gc' (I +$.) ^x]de ...do dx ...dx 
•^p "-m ~p J_ ;p jL p 
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= (2lI)"PjD^r^ll ^r^/..Jw(ll Y II )exp[-!s(y+A^x) ] 
exp[-%x*(I +i ) ^x]dy_...dy dx_...dx 
- ~p Im - ^1 p 1 t 
where y = 0 - Dx and A = D - D 
*>• — «W «M in ">» «fTn 
Subtraction of (4.1.10) from (4.1.11) gives 
(4.1.12) r(Ç , DX) - r(5 , D X) 
ui in 
= (2n) PjD^r^I +f^l '^/.../wdly |I){exp[-?s(y+A^x)'D~^(y+A^x)] 
- exp[-îsy'D ^y]}exp[-%x'(I +t ) ^x]dy . ..dy dx-...dx 
- -m - ~ ~p •'•ni ~ 1 p . 1 p 
= (2n)"P|D^r^lîp+{^r^/.--/w(|| y ll)exp[-%y'D^V] 
exp[-35x'(ip+y^ x3 
{exp[-x'A y - *sx'A D "^A x]-l}dy,.. .dy dx_...dx . 
- ~m- - ~m~m ~m- 1 pi p 
Finally to prove admissibility of DX in estimating 0, suppose Dx is 
dominated by some estimate 6(x) of 0. Using the continuity of the risk 
function in 0 for any estimator 6(X) it follows that there exists some 
0 , e > o and ç > o such that 
~o 
(4.1.13) rci^ .dx) - r(;^ .6(x)) > stl„(e_^ +?ip) - 5^ (e„-5ip)] 
- f . ®p ^10+^ , 
= e(2n) |$_l / ° .../ exp[-%0'$ 8]d8 ...d0 
»io-( - 1 f 
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4 % glo+s 
>  ^ ° .../ exp[-ls6'th]de,...( 
 ^ û T û T -l 
.de \ -= ®io-5 " ? 
o 
= . 
since for m ^ 1, ^ = 6'D ^8 and k is a positive generic 
constant not depending on m. 
Hence, from (4.1.12) and (4.1.13), 
(4.1.14) [r(S^,pp - r(S^,D^X]/[r(S^,DX) - r(S^,6(p)] 
exp[-î2x'(I +1 ) ^x]{exp[-x'A y - îfx'A'D x]-l} 
"" —p -whi «m —  ^^ m^ in 
dy....dy dx....dx 1 P 1 P 
Now, 
(4.1.15) ^ ; |Dj-^ = ' 
Also, using (1.1.11), 
(4.1.16) 3p ••" p(nH-l) ipip ' 
so that 
(4.1.17) lip + - W)-=^[^] Z 
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Hence, from (4.1.14), (4.1.15) and (4.1.17) , 
(4.1.18) [r(Ç^,DX) - r(Ç^,D^X)]/[r(Ç^,DX) - r(Ç^, (X))] 
< k /.../w(ll y 11 )exp[-i5y'D ^y]exp[-%x'(I +$ )~^x3 
— J. — — -m — —p -in _ 
{exp[-x'A y - %x'A D x]-l}dy ...dy dx-...dx , 
-m''- -m-m -m- 1 P 1 p 
where is a positive generic constant not depending on m. Also, using 
(1.1.11) and (4.1.9), 
(4.1.19) A = D - D 
~in ~ ~in 
~p 2p ~p~p 2nH-l -p p(2mfl) (iiri-l) ~p~p 
 ^ i + 1 1» . 
-T. 9r,/9nu.t ^  fnu-t 1 » 2(2in+-l) -p 2p(2mfl)(nri-1) ~p~p 
(4.1.20) A'D ^A = (D - D )' D~^ A 
—tu**»!!! "'HI '*• '-111 —in *»Tp 
= (DD"^ - I ) A 
"p -*111 
= [D(D ^ + - I ) - I ] A 
— xd "-p —p — m 
= — D A 
m ~ -m 
1 r 1 ^ 1 ^ T r ^ T S'fflri" 1 — *1 ^ *1 
" m ip 2p ipip^4(2iiri"l) ip 2p(2iiri-l) (nrfl) ip-p-* 
- ^ i + , 11' . 4m(2m-H) ~p 4pm(nrfl) (2nr5-l) ~p~p 
Hence, 
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(4.1.21) x'A y + îfx'A D x > 0 as m ->•<*> , 
•» — t^ti'^ tp jjj-w 
and for m > m , 
— o 
(4.1.22) lexp[-x*A y - igx'A D ^A x]-lj 
m, m-s. m» ~i» m kl! "^ d*" 
< exp(|x'A yj) + 1 
< 1 + exptji-lï'ïl + ^  lï'i i'yll ; 
o o ^ 
(4.1.23) exp(-îsy'D^V = exp[-igy'(1^ + ^^^)y] 
_< exp(-isy'y) ; 
(4.1.24) exp[-î2x'(I + $ ^)x] < exp(-%x'x) . 
p • m — — 
Hence, from (4.1.18), (4.1.21) - (4.1.24) and the dominated convergence 
theorem, 
r(Ç ,DX) - r(Ç ,D X) 
r(; .DX) - " as M . - . 
to — — 
Hence there exists an m such that 
'((m >??> - \ •?„ ?> 
r(5 °,m - r(Ç °,«(X)) " ^ • 
m m - -o o 
and from (4.1.26), it follows that r(| ,6(X)) < r(Ç ,D X), which 
o o o 
contradicts the Bayesness of D X with respect to Ç . This proves the 
•win .w m o o 
admissibility of Dx = ^(x + xl ) under the loss function (4.1.1). 
— — —p 
Remark 4.1.3. If instead we start with X ~ N ) and conditional 
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on y, 6 - N (yl ,T^I ) and v has the uniform (improper) distribution 
p ~p ~p 
over the real line, where A ^(>0) and T ^(>0) are known, then the improper 
Bayes estimator of 9 is given by 
+ t2)~^ [t2x + cj2xi^ ] , 
and the admissibility of such an estimator with respect to the symmetric 
bowl shaped loss proposed earlier can be proved in the same way as in 
the special case = 1. 
Remark 4.1.4. One can generalize the above model to X ~ N^(8,$) where 
conditional on y, 0 - N (yl ,i-) and y has the (improper) uniform dis-
—. p -«-p —u 
tribution over the entire real line and find three stage Bayes (or 
empirical Bayes) estimate of 9 as described earlier when | and are 
known. We shall consider this problem in the more general framework 
of linear regression model in section 3. 
Remark 4.1.5. Instead of considering the above model, one can consider 
the model given 9, X - N (9,$.), given y, 0 ~ N (y,t_) and given ç, 
- P - - - p - z 
y - N (5,^ ) where the variance-covariance matrices ^ ^ | are known p —3 —1 —2 "'J 
and are positive definite. Then following Lindley and Smith (1972), one 
can obtain proper Bayes estimators of 8 with finite Bayes risk, and such 
estimates are, therefore, admissible. 
4.2. Admissible Linear Estimate of the Jlean 
Vector with Unknown Variance-covariance "Matrix 
In this section, we consider the situation when the X^'s have an 
unknown common variance. Suppose X - N (0,r ^I ) where 8 and r (the P *^P ** 
reciprocal of the variance) are both unknown. Unlike the Lindley and 
Smith model approximation method, we put a joint (possSBly improper). 
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prior on 6 and r resulting in a joint posterior distribution for 0 and r 
given X = X. Integrating with respect to r, we obtain the posterior 
distribution of 0 given X = x, and then obtain the generalized Bayes 
estimate of 0 with respect to the symmetric bowl shaped loss as intro­
duced in section 4.1. Finally, we will prove the admissibility of such 
an estimator with respect to the same loss function. 
With this end first conditional on r and y, let the prior distribu­
tion of 6 be N (]il , (Xr) ) where X(>0) is known and let r has the 
p ~p -p 
marginal Gamma (a,3) prior, i.e., it has p.d.f. 
pOL -(4.2.1) g(r) = r exp(-3r) ; a > 0 , 3 > 0 , 
where a(>l) and 3(>0) are known. Then, conditional on y, 0 and r have the 
joint p.d.f. 
£ a 
(4.2.2) g(0,rlu) = (2%) 2(Xr)2exp[-^(6-plp) ' (6-^1^) 
-1 ~f 6° 
= (2nx •")  ^ exp{-r[3-h5x(8-ylp)'(0-ylp)]} . 
Now if y has the (improper) uniform distribution over the real line, 0 
and r have the joint improper p.d.f. 
(4.2.3) f(0,r) = /"g(0,r|y)dij 
œ J  r exp{-r[3+igX(0-yl ) ' (0-yl )]}dy 
~ "w T] ^ T> 
—CO 
«r ^ ^exp(-3r)exp{—^ Z (0.-0)^} 
i=l "• 
P 
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2 CL-1 
=r exp[--^ 0*(I - — ll')6]r ^exp(-gr) . 2 ~ -p P ~p p ~ 
The above joint p.d.f. can be viewed in the following way. Conditional 
on r, 9 has the (inçroper) prior p.d.f. 
p 
(4.2.4) f(elr) = r^ exp[-^ 0'(I - p"^l l' )e]  ,  
while r has the marginal Gamma (a - îg» 3) p.d.f. 
3 
(4.2.5) (r) <= r exp(-gr) . 
Hence, by calculations similar to the ones in section 4.1, the joint 
posterior p.d.f. of 6 and r given X = x can be obtained as 
£ 
(4 .2 .6)  f(e ,r|x) = r^ ^exp[—^ 6 '  ( I1  l' )e  ]exp(-Br)r^exp[—|-(x-e)  ' (x-e)  ]  Z. " ~p p~p~p 2.  ^
.  3  
p+«-2 r 1 
= r exp(-3r)exp{-—[Xe'(I—1 l')6+(8-x)'(8-x)]} 
2 ~ '^ p p^ p'^ p r* ~ ~ ~ 
p+û-f 2 
= r exp{-[3+%'[Ip-(Ip+ (Ip--lplp)) lx]r} 
exp{-f[e-(ip+a(i^ -il^ l-)ll5l.(i^ +x(iai^ r) 
£ 
axpf-fi9-(i • (ip+x(i^ -ii^ r s 
[e- ( i  +x( i  - -1  i'))~^x]} 
a4 
- -p -p p~p~p 
ZJl 
r ^ ^exp{-tB4^®'[Ip-(Ip+X«p-jlprr^)slr} , 
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that is, conditional on r and X = x, 0 - N (D.x, r , where 
- - p -0~ 0 
= D-^(X) = (1+X)I - —1 1'. Further, the conditional p.d.f. of r 
~0 ~0 p p-p-p ' ^ 
given X = X is Gamma (a + ^ - %, g + %x' (I - D^)x). Hence, for the 
— — 2. " *^p ~ U 
loss proposed in section 4.1, the generalized Bayes estimate of 9 is 
given by 
(4.2.7) E(6|X = x) = E[E(e|r, x)lx] = D x . 
Next to prove admissibility of such an estimator with respect to 
the loss proposed in section 4.1, once again we use the Blyth technique. 
For this purpose, consider the sequence of priors for 9 and r where 
conditional on r, 9 ~ N (0, (Xr) ), where t is the same as in sec-
p ~ -m -"•m 
tion 4.1, i.e., i ^ = (1 + —)I -—11, where the r has the prior given 
im m ~p p~p~p 
in (4.2.5). With respect to this prior Ç , using the similar steps as 
m 
in (4.2.6), the joint posterior distribution of 6 and r given X = x is 
given as follows. 
Conditional on r and X = x, 9 ~ N (D_ x, r ^_ ), where 
- p -Om~ ~0m 
= I + = (1 + X + -)I - -1 1' = d"^ + - I , whereas the condi-
-Om -p m ~p p-p-p ~0 m ~p 
tional p.d.f. of r given X = x is Gamma (a + -^ 3 + (1^ - Dq^)x) . 
The proper Bayes estimate of 9 with respect to the prior under the 
loss function (4.1.1) is given by D^^x. Note also, that with respect to 
the prior the marginal distribution of X is N^(0, c(XI^ + ^^)), 
where c = X ^E(r ^). Note that E(r ^) = < », since a > 1. Using 
the symbol r(Ç,S) once again for Bayes risk one has (similar to (4.1.10)-
(4.1.12)) 
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-2 2 ,2 
C4.2.8) ra^,D^X) = c ^ ,  ./wCil \ \)  .x^(ZJll  
«p[-fce-pg„;ï'?^ 0-pq„-ï)]g^ cr|îl 
-£ 
C2n) ^exp[—^ X* CVI +t 1 x]d6-...d6 drdx-...dx 2c - -p ~in 1 p 1 T 
C ^C2nrPl5o„l^|Mp+î^l'^;...MIl y II) 
2 
exp[—^-x' OiI +t ) ^x]dy... .dy drdx. .. .dx , 2c- ~p - •'1 •'p 1 p 
where y = 6 - D-x, A. = D_ - D- and g (rix) is the p.d.f. for the Gamma 
- - -Qm ~Q ""Om m 
(a + ^-h, S + 3sx' CI - Po^lxl. Also, 
-2 2 _2 
C4.2.a). ra^,D(^x) . c 2|5^n|Àip+J_^n/...M|| e-pj^îilir^can) ^ 
exp[-fce-dq^ x) '?^ ci-d^ îi]g^ cr|?) 
_z 
2 
(211) exp[—i-x'0.1 +i ) ^x]d0T...d6 drdxT...dx zc- ~p ~ J. p j. p 
= c ^ C2E)-p II^I I./«cl! ï IDexpC-fy'Dg^y] 
2 
g^Cr |xiexp[-|^' ai +î^r^x] dy^.. .dy drdx^.. .dx 
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where y = 6 - D_ x and g (rIx) is as above. 
«I» uni"w tn 
Hence, subtraction of C4.2.9] from C^.2.8) gives us 
(4.2.10) ra^.PgX) - D^X) 
= = (^2n)-p|d(^ |-^ ulp+j^ |-^ j...jwc|| ïl|)r\cr|j) 
«tpt-ljï' (XI +y"^j].{exp[-f(y+5^x) '?^<y+io„;)] 
- exp [-|y ' D^y ] >dy^... dy^drdx^... dx^ 
2 
= kldo^ r^ lalp+|j^ r'^ /.../wcll ^  ll)r^ g^ (rlx)exp[-|^ v(xlp+|^ )"^ x] 
dx^ ...dxp , 
where k is a positive generic constant not depending on m. Note also that 
(p-11 
c4.2.11) |llp + j^ r'^ = a+in)-^ (x+^ l 2 ; 
1 1 ^ (4.2.12) |D_ t"^ = (1 + h'^a + X + 4 ^ . 
Again, using O-.l-H)., 
w-2-13i ?0m=?0-?0m 
 ^ T J. X 1 1 * _ r  ^ T I X n 1 # 1 
1+X~P p(l+A).p-p I+J,+2L-P pCl+l)(H.X4A)-P-P 
m m m 
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\^(2+X+h 
•i +  ^ r-lAl ; 
m(l+X) Cl+^+^i ^ pmCl+Xi Cl+^} Cl+X+^) ^ ^ 
m m m 
C4.2.14Î = @0 -
®0?0m ~ ^ p^ -om 
m ?0-0m ' 
(A.2.13) - P,. = a - ^ 11, - ;^^|^iplp 
m mm 
= ci )^i + :—  ^ci - 1') . 
1+à-p ci+i)a+i+ij -p p-p-p 
m mm 
Now to prove admissibility of D^x in estimating 0, suppose D^x is domi­
nated by some estimate 6(ç) of 8 using the continuity of the risk func­
tion in 6 for any estimator 5(X) it follows that there exists some 
0^, e > 0 and ç > 0 such, that 
C4.2.16) RCÇ^ .ÇO?) - RA^ ,6C?))LC[Ç^ CS„ + ?Y - C^ CEQ-ÇLP)] 
= ec2n) 2 1^/ lj v exp^^ s't^^ej 
gq(r)dr d0^ ...d0p 
> scznx-i) ^11 J ...; r r^exp5-%'|[^e] 
ho-" " 
ggCrldr d0^...d0p 
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since for m > 1, 0'i ^0< and k, is a positive generic constant not 
depending on m. Hence, from (4.2.10) and (4.2.16), 
M.2.17) Ir(5^,DgX) - r(C^,D^X)]/[r«_^,D„p - r((^.«(X))] 
exp^ ljï' (xip+y ^ïiexp[-|ï'ç^ ïl 
{expi-rcx'aj^ jr + !sj'â|j^ d^ 4j|^ j)]-l)dyj^ ...dypdrdjt^ ...<jxp , 
where is a positive generic constant not depending on m. 
Hence it follows from (4.1.15), (4.2.11)-(4.2.15) and using similar 
arguments as in section 4.1 that 
:ifr'fS» —>» 
m ~0~ m ~ ~ 
Once again this provides a contradiction (for large m) to the Bayesness 
of DQJJX with respect to hence the admissibility of D^X in estimating 
9 with respect to the loss (4.1.1) is proved. 
Remark 4.2.1. It is evident from (4.2.10) and (4.2.16) that the marginal 
prior (4.2.1) for r is not crucial for the proof. All we need assume is 
that the marginal prior g(r) for r is such that E(r ^) < «> and the con­
ditional distribution of r given X = x is such that the dominated con­
vergence theorem applied. However, to get the same estimate, we need 
assume that conditional prior distribution of 0 given r is 
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N (yl ,(Xr) 4 ). P -P -p 
4.3. Admissible Linear Estimates of the 
Regression Parameter 
In this section we consider the general regression model 
Y - N (X§, r ), where X is the known design matrix of rank p, 3 
n-p p~l 
is the unknown regression parameter (vector). First we consider the 
case when r is known, and without loss of generality we can assume that 
r = 1. Later, we shall consider the case when r is unknown. Also, in 
this section we assume squared error loss, namely 
(4.3.1) L(8,Ô) = II §-6 IP . 
For r = 1, consider the following prior for 8. Conditional on y, 
3 - N (yd, I ) where d is a non-null vector of known constants, and P - -P 
assume y has the uniform distribution over the real line. Then the 
(improper) prior distribution for B is given by 
(4.3.2) f(3) œ / exp[-îs(3 - yd)'(g - yd)]dy 
—00 
= / exp[-%(6'3 - 2yd'3 + y^d'd)]dY 
—00 
d'3 (d'3)2 
= / exp[-î$ll d ||2(y )2]exp[-%(6'3 )]dy 
II d IP ~ " II 4 P 
(d'g)2 
ec exp[-%(3'3 )] 
II d IP 
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« exp[-î5B.'(I - Tin')3] , 
_ -p _ 
d 
with n = jj ~ jj, H • 11 denoting once again the Euclidean norm. Then us­
ing again the Lindley-Smith lemma, the posterior distribution of § given 
Y = y is N (DX*y, D) with D ^ = X'X + I - nn'. Hence, the generalized 
Bayes estimator of 3 is | = DX'Y. 
To prove admissibility of this estimator, consider the sequence of 
priors Ç for B where Ç is N (0, ), with i. = (1 + —)I - nn'. m " ID p *^0111 *C/m m "'p 
The posterior distribution of B given Y = y with respect to the prior Ç 
~ ~ m 
is then N (D X'y, D ) with D~^ = X'X + = D~^ + - I . Hence the p -m~ - -m ~m - ~ ~um ~ m ~p 
Bayes estimator of B with respect to the prior Ç is 0 = D X'Y. 
- m -m ~m- ~ 
To prove the admissibility of DX'Y, as the previous sections, let 
r = r(Ç ,3 ) denote the Bayes risk of B with respect to the prior Ç , m m m 
(4.3.3) r = E|l B - B 11^ (twofold expectation) m ~m ~ 
- E[tr(D_^)l = tr(Dj , 
where for any square matrix A, tr(A) denotes the trace of A. If now 
r* = r(Ç ,B) denotes the Bayes risk of B with respect to Ç , m m - ~ m 
(4.3.4) r* = E II B - B Ip (twofold expectation) 
= E II DX'Y - B ||2 
= tr(DX'ro) + eII DX'XB - B Ip 
= tr(DX'XD) + tr [(DX'X - I )' (DX'X - I )L ] . 
«w «w «s, m* -«* «s, m» m» p — «s» -«• n* p Od 
But, 
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(4.3.5) D ^ = X'X + I - nn', i.e., X'X = + nn' - I 
m0 mt mm p "«» <*» •»» *» «w ^  p 
Hence 
(4.3.6) DX'X = I + Dnn' - D, i.e., DX'X - I = Drm* - D , 
 ^ —p -. — j -»» ' ' —— •" p ' 
so that 
(4.3.7) (DX'X - I )'(DX'X - I ) = (Dnn* - D)'(Dnn' - D) 
= nn'd^nn' - nn'd^ - d^nn* + 
2 
Note that îom ° ^  ïp ^ 33'' ^ence 
(4.3.8) tr[(DX'X - I )'(DX'X - I )L ] 
— — p — «^p ( rm 
= dd'pzgn' + ^  nn'pznn' " dd'p^bd* 
™ d^ dti ' - t', * + jf, d^ tin'} 
nrf^ l "" ~ ^ m^ x ntt'x •" 
= - ^  trCD^^n') + ^ tr(D2) . 
Also, 
(4.3.9) tr(DX'XD) = tr[(I + Dnn' - D) D] 
= tr(D) + tr(D^nn') - tr(D^) . 
Hence, from (4.3.4), (4.3.8) and (4.3.9), 
(4.3.10) r* = tr(D) - tr(D2(I - nn')) . m ~ mrj. - ~p — 
Hence, from (4.3.3) and (4.3.10), using the symmetry of D and the symmetry 
idempotency of - nn'. 
(4.3.11) I* - r* = tr(D " ÇJ " " DO')] 
= tr(D - D ) - -jt- tr[D(I - nn')D] 
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= tr(D - Çj - tr(ÇÇ') , 
where C = D(I - nn'). Since tr(CC') > 0, 
«W — p •*» «— m» '
(4.3.12) r - r* < tr(D - D ) . 
m m — ~ -m 
Now, D = X'X + I - rin' is a positive definite matrix. If A_,...,X 
 ^ m. | ^ A A T 1 NN• xs o ici a r ic , xr Â_.. A
P 
-1 -1 -1 denote the exgenvalues of D , the eigenvalues of D are s-..,X 
-1 -1 1 -1 Also, D = D + — I . Hence the eigenvalues of D are 
~m ~ m ~p ~m 
X, A + —. Thus, the eigenvalues- of D are Im pm ~m 
(X (X + —) ^. Hence, 1 m p m 
P _i P 1 _i (4.3.13) tr(D - D ) = Z X. - Z (X. +-) 
~ i=l ^ i=l 1 * 
x=l 
< - z xT^ . 
- * i=l 1 
Hence, from (4.3.12) and (4.3.13), 
1 P _2 (4.3.14) r - r* < - Z X. . 
m m — m . - X x=l 
Now, if I = DX'Y is not an admissible estimator of §, there exists some 
6(Y) such that 
(4.3.15) R(§,Ô(Y)) < R(§, DX'Y) , 
with strict inequality for some 3 say 3q. Using the continuity of the 
risk function there exists some e > 0 and ç > 0 such that 
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(4.3.16) rCl^.DX'Y) - r«_^,S(p) > e[Ç^(6„ + ap) - ç^(6„ - ïl^)] 
= ^ lîoml^A" x^p[-!lb'|^ 6'idsj...d6p 
gpors i^q-g 
2. s 1*0.1"^  a" •••/" ^«cp[-%6'{-le]dbj...d6 
gpo-g 8io-( 
= Mio.r''. 
where k is a positive generic constant not depending on m. Hence from 
(4.3.14) and (4.3.16), 
(4.3.17) (r^ - r*)/[r(4 ,DX'Y) - r(g ,6(Y))] ni m in m ^ 
< i ( 
1—1 
1=1 
Now, since îp + ^ Dîî'' *OmD = °D' m is an eigen­
value of i . If now X_ ,...,X denote the other eigenvalues of i. , 
.vUm 2m pm zQm 
p 
(4.3.18) m + 2 X. = tr($ ) = (mp + m^)/(mfl) . 
« im uw 1—6 
Hence 
P (4.3.19) I X. = m(p-l)/(m+l) < p-1 . 
i=2 
Thus, since X^^ > 0 for all i = 2,...,p, max X. < p-1, and hence, 
 ^ 2<i^  
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(4.3.20) I = m n X < m(p-l)P-l. 
_um ^_2 
Hence, from (4.3.17) and (4.3.20), 
r - r* , 
(4.3.21) tdx'y)-r(( ,6(y)) - m  ^0 as m ^  , 
xn ~ — — m — — 
a contradiction to the Bayesness of r* = r(£ ,D X'Y) with respect to £ 
m m -m- - m 
for large m. This proves the admissibility of DX'Y in estimating g. 
Remark 4.3.1. If instead we assume Y ~ N (Xg, V), where V is a known 
- n — ~ n~n 
positive definite matrix, there exists a known nonsingular matrix B 
such that BVB' = I . Then, Z = BY ~ N (BXB, I ). Writting C = BX, under 
the same framework as before, the generalized Bayes estimate of B is 
given by (C'C + I - nn')"^C'Z = (X'V~^ + I - nn')~^'v"^, and its 
admissibility follows from the previous argument. 
Remark 4.3.2. As a further generalization, one can assume 
Y - N^(X3, r ^), where 8 and r are both unknown. Using the transforma­
tion Z = BY, where B is the same as under Remark 4.3.1, the model re­
duces to Z ~ N (C8, r ), where C = BX. If now (similar to section 
4.2) one assumes conditional on r and y, g - N (yl , (Xr) ^I ), where 
- p -p ~p 
X(>0) is known and r has a gamma (or some other suitable marginal prior 
such that E(r ) < » and the conditional p.d.f. of r given Y = y is such 
that the dominated convergence theorem applies) then the admissibility 
of the generalized Bayes estimator of g namely of 
(X'V ^ + X(I - nn')) ^'V ^ follows in the same way as in section 4.2. 
Remark 4.3.3. One major idea behind the development of the Lindley-Smith 
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type estimates is that there is some inherent exchangeability among the 
components of the mean vector or the regression parameter. Such assump­
tion might sometimes be quite sensible Qsee e.g. Lindley*s (1962) dis­
cussion of Stein/s (1962) paper!-
Remark 4.3.4. In a recent paper, Rao C1976) has provided necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the admissibility of linear estimates in a 
general regression model Cin the restricted class of linear estimates) 
under weighted squared error loss. (Rao has also a different type of 
loss which is not considered here.). Our results in section 4.3 prove 
the admissibility of the Lindley-Smith type estimators in general 
Cattention being not necessarily confined to linear estimation) when the 
weight matrix is identity. Presumably the result of this section can be 
extended to weighted squared error loss with a known positive definite 
weight matrix, and possibly to an arbitrary symmetric bowl shaped loss. 
Note that the usual least square estimates are inadmissible in the 
general regression model Csee e.g. Stein C1960) or Scolve (1968)). 
Next we consider two applications of the results of this section. 
Example 4.3.1. Consider the weighing design example as given in Rao 
C1973, p. 310). In this case the matrix X is of dimension 8x4 with rank 
4. Further X*X = 81^. Specifying the prior for B, one can easily obtain 
three stage Cor empirical Bayes) estimates for g. 
Example 4.3.2. (Multiple regression model.) This is a situation con­
sidered in Lindley and Smith, (1972). Suppose j = l,...,m, are in­
dependent, Y - N (X.g., a?I ), where g. is an unknown vector of p 
~J II. ~J~3 J-N. -J 
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parameters and X. is a known n.xp design matrix of rank p; .CF?OQi, j j j 
j = 1,.... ,m are also ass-^ed to Be known ^ that is, we have m linear 
multiple regressions on p-variahles. The loss is assumed to Be sum of 
squared errors. 
It is possible to rewrite the model as Y ~ NCA^6^, C^) with 
V = CYj ,  ,  Ym) '  ! i  
?i 9 Û 
0 X2 . . .  0 
0 0 
9i = 
°iîn. 
9 *2!^  
0 
0 
... 0^ 1 m~n m 
Let B. ~ NpCylp, |), that is, 0^ - N(A^8^, C^) with 
2^ = 
I 
~P 
and §2 = yl J being a scalar and = 
0  . . .  ^  
where 
$ is positive definite. 
p~p 
If now ji has the uniform prior over the real line, the marginal (.improp­
er) prior p.d.f. 9, can be written in the form 
,rrl, fce^) = / eKp[-hCe^ -  A^e^rçl '-iQ^ -  dy 
e'c~^ i 
;"exp{-%[l/ c;llg^  cp2-2p-l~2 ) + 6^c;^8^j}dp 
1' c"^ l mp-2 ~mp 
. ()!- expm;e;c::e 
2 p- p id't h -1-2 -1 
~p* ~p -i'f "P ~P 
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=4;* ip 
Note that 1' C.^1 = ml't ^1 and 
-mp~2 -mp ~p"'- ~p 
C h V 
~2 ~mp~mp~2 
i ^ 1 l'$"l 
cT^i 1' c 
|~^ i i'f"^  
~p~p3  
-1 
r^ i i:r^  
•S» -*»p -<• p -<• 
= r^ i 1 .^ 
-'• -p-p^  vv~inkin 
l-1, 
Let 
-,pi -p 
Hence, the posterior distribution of 6^ given Y = y is given by 
NCDgAjC^-Y, Dq) with Hence, the generalized Bayes 
estimator of 0^ is To prove admissibility of such estimators, 
consider the sequence of priors for 0^, where is N(0, V^), with 
r-1 „-l v, = v_ + f i k -0 ' k -mp' the posterior distribution of 6^ given Y = y 
with respect to the prior Ç, is N(D, A'C D, ) with D, ^ = D~^ + k k ~K~1~ - ~k ~k -0 mp 
Hence the Bayes estimator of 0^ with respect to the prior is 
D A'C ^Y. Let r = r(C , D A*C be denote the Bayes risk of D, A'C,^ 
~k~l-l ~ k k ~k~l-l ~ ~k~l~l " 
in estimating 0^ when the prior is Then 
<4.3.22) r, = eH D A'C ^ - 0 Ip (twofold expectation) k ~k~i~l ~ ~1 
= tr (D, ) . 
If now r* = r(Ç , D A'C,^) denotes the Bayes risk of D„A'C,^ with re-k k ~o~l~l ~ -0-1-1 -
spect to the prior one has 
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(4-3.23) r* = E|| D A'C "hf - 0 |p (twofold expectation) k ~j. 
= - §1ii' 
= tr(dga'ç-la^ dg) + trt(d„a-ç-la^ -i__^ )'(d^ a'ç-la^ -i__^ )v^ ] 
Now, since d"^ = A'c"\ + v"^ , one has A'cI^A, = d"^  - v"^ . 
- 0  - 1 - 1  - 1  - 0  - 1 - 1  - 1 0  0  
Hence, 
(4.3.24) %A'Ç-\ - I^)'(D^A;ç-\ -
' (- 5oyô^ ''<- vô"' 
=  ï ô ' 8 o ï ô ^  •  
Again, 
(4.3.25) y-l = v-1 + i i___p . 
Hence, from (4.3.24) and (4.3.25), 
(4.3.26) »KDgA;ç;\ - I )(D,A'g-\ - 1 )y^] 
- tr[y-=5gv-%l 
= tr[d2v-\v-l] 
= - hk>I 
= tr(d2y-l) - i tr[d2v-\] 
= -ïï"[?â<împ -ïvl 
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= - k "<?o' + ^ "<?oV • 
Also, 
(4.3.27) tr(dga'c-%dg) = «(5^ ,(5-! - 7-1)5^ 1 
= «(»o -
= - trcb^ v-^ )^ 
= tr(do) - trcdgv-b 
Hence, 
(4.3.28) r* = tr(Pg) - | trCgg) + ^ trQgv^) . 
Hence, from (4.3.22) and (4.3.28), 
(4.3.29) r* - = tr(Dg - D^) _ 1 tr(D2) + ^ tr(D2y 
< tr(Sg "®oV • 
since = D D' so that tr(D^) > 0. Now if A_,...,X denote the eigen-
-0 -0-0 -0 — 1 p 
values of (which is positive definite) and ç^,...,g^ the correspond­
ing orthonormal eigen vectors, using the spectral decomposition theorem, 
— 1 —1 11 p 1 
one has D, = Hence ç' = Ç„ * ^  + ^)ç^;' , 
mp mp 
D- = Z X. and D, = Z (X. + f . Hence 
-0 1 ~x~x ~k 1 k ~x~i 
X—J. X—X 
mp _ mp _ (4.3.30) tr(D_ - D.) = Z x/ - Z (A. + 
~0 -k 1 i=i 1 k 
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• i 1=1 
- -1 
Further if ... ,y denote the eigen values of V which is a non-X mp ~U 
negative definite matrix of rank mp-1, one of the Y.'s is zero and the 
-1^  mp 
rest are strictly positive. Now, one can write V = Z y . n . n .  
~0 1-1-1 
where n^'s are the orthonormal eigen vectors corresponding to the y^'s. 
Hence, 
,-l „-l . 1 (4.3.31) + k i.p - (yj + t)dj5- . 
so that 
(4.3.32) V, = z  ( y.  +  A  n - n !  .  
-k J k _]_] 
Hence, 
mp mp 
M.3.33) . 
Hence, 
inp mp n _-i (4.3.34) CrCDgV ) = E Z + ^0 (;:n.)2 
i=l j=l 1 J ^ -i-J 
mp -2 1 -1 
- : : (ti + k) ' i=l j=l 3 
since (ÇÎn.)^ < (ç!€.)(nln.) = 1. Noting that one of the y.'s is zero, 
-i-J — -1-1 -J-J J 
it follows from (4.3.34) that 
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(4.3.35) — tr(D^V ) < constant . -p . 
^2 ~0-k — .. k 
Hence, from (4.3.29), (4.3.30) and (4.3.35), 
(4.3.36) r* - r, < constant . ^  . k k — k 
Also, 
-1 1 (4.3.37) Iv/j = n (Y. +P . j=l ^ 
Hence 
1  mp 1  ^  ^  (4.3.38) |v, 1^ = ÎÎ (y. + :r) ^ < constant . k , 
-k 3 k 
since one of the Y^'s is zero, and the rest are strictly positive. Next 
setting up an inequality similar as (4.3.17) and using (4.3.36) and 
(4.3.38), it follows now by arguments similar as before that 
is an admissible estimator of 6^ under the sum of squared error losses. 
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